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I. SUMMARY
Adiabatic wall temperatures and heat fluxes from non-adiabatic walls
were measured with hydrogen film cooling in three convergent-divergent nozzle
configurations using 900°F (755 K) nitrogen as the primary flow. Heat f],1_es
were measured in two ways: during wall temperature transients with the thin
nozzle wall acting as a calorimeter, and by electrically heating the cylindrical
inlet section of one of the nozzles. Heat fluxes without film cooling were
measured for comparison. The electrically heated nozzle had a short convergent
section, the second nozzle had a very short cylindrical inlet and a long conical
convergent section, and the third provided a rectangular cross-section; their
contraction ratios and the axial distances between the injection point and throat
were identical. Tests with gaseous coolant investigated the effects of
coolant/core injection velocity ratio, density ratio, coolant slot height,
coolant Reynolds number and chamber configuration. Liquid film cooling tests
were conducted at both supercritical and subcritical pressures.
Adiabatic wall temperatures are interpreted in terms of a coolant effect-
iveness based on total enthalpy and are compared with a new gas film cooling
model in which the entrainment flux of core flow into a mixing layer containinz
all the film coolant is represented ss a fraction of the core axial mass
velocity. A correlation for this entrainment fraction was developed from five
sets (four coolants) of existing flat plate effectiveness data; it was found to
be independent of the distance from the injection point. Present results
confirm the entrainment fraction dependence on injection velocity ratio, but
indicate a lesser dependence on coolant Reynolds number. However, the
cylindrical section values are about 60 percent greater than the flat plate
results, presumably due to the 4 percent core turbulence intensity and a small
wall discontinuity between the coolant injection ring and the test section. In
addition, significant turning and acceleration effects on the entrainment
fraction were observed in the nozzle sections; the turning effects are attri-
buted to the imbalance in centrifugal forces caused by density differences
between the coolant and core flows. Entrainment in the expansion section was
I, Summary(cont.)
very small, so that the imperfect recovery of kinetic energy caused the adiabatic
wall temperature to decrease. Wall temperature measurementswith cold gas and
liquid film cooling were affected by heat transfer from the chamberforward
flange, and nitrogen condensation in the mixing layer occurred during sub-
critical liquid testing.
Heat transfer coefficients based on the adiabatic wall enthalpy indicate
that except for injection velocity effects near the injection point, correlating
coefficients are the samewith and without gas film cooling whenproperties are
evaluated for the local gas composition at the wall at the arithmetic mean
of the adiabatic and non-adiabatic wall temperatures. Local gas compositions
are determined by analogy from the coolant effectiveness.
A design feasibility study for a 300 psia (207 N/cm2) chamberpressure
application with 1500 ibs (6670 N) thrust and 02/H2 propellants indicates an
adiabatic wall design requires 4-5 percent of the total flow as hydrogen film
coolant and results in minor performance losses. Internal regenerative cooling
designs were also investigated, but were found to offer no advantage relative to
adiabatic wall designs.
II. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the present program was to obtain hydrogen film coolin_
effectiveness and heat transfer data in both axisymmetric and rectangular nozzle
configurations, using both _po,,_ _n_ ]_q,l_ _]_+ These ....._- _-
to be applied to oxygen/hydrogen thrust chambers to investigate the fessibility
of adiabatic wall and internal regenerative cooling designs. In the latter
concept heat is conducted axially through the chamber wall from the throat
region to the low temperature film coolant at the forward end of the chamber.
This concept has been demonstrated for low pressure, low thrust applications
with earth storable propellants using liquid fuel film cooling; the present
program considers the feasibility of extending this concept to hydrogen and to
gas film cooling, lhe Space Shuttle APS application was selected for the chamber
design studies.
Previous laboratory film cooling experimenta have provided ample effect-
iveness data for plane, unaccelerated flow_ although in only one instance was
hydrogen used as the coolant; in the latter case the effectiveness data were
well below the range of liquid rocket design interest due to the low coolant
flow rates employed. A limited amount of film cooling data are available for
nozzle configurations, but not enough to interpret and correlate possible flow
turning and acceleration effects. Heat transfer data with film cooling have
been obtained in a few instances, but not for foreign gas cooling with significant
temperature differences between the core and coolant flows.
In this program small scale laboratory tests using heated nitrogen as
the core flow in thin-walled nozzle configurations were utilized to measure
both adiabatic wall temperatures and heat transfer with hydrogen film cooling.
Heat transfer data were obtained in two ways: by electrically heatin_ the
cylindrical inlet section of one of the nozzles and by usin_ the wall as a
calorimeter during thermal transients. The effects of injection velocity
ratio, density ratio, slot height, coolant Reynolds number and convergent section
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configuration were investigated for gaseous coolant in axisymmetric nozzles.
Onerectangular nozzle was tested with gaseous coolant, and one axisymmetric
nozzle was tested with liquid hydrogen at both subcritical and supercritical
pressures.
Another objective of the present effort was to develop a fundamental
framework or analytical model for correlating existing film cooling data and
the data to be obtained herein which could readily be extended to account for
the chemical reactions, turbulence intensity and coolant injection configurations
associated with actual rocket engine application. The laboratory tests with
gaseous coolant were to provide idealized continuous slot injection for the
sake of generality.
III. TEST HARDWARE
The type of test assembly used in all film cooling tests is illustrated
in Figure 1. It consists of an adapter section, a film coolant injector and a
test nozzle or chamber. The adapter section provided for flow transition from
ppiy ................. c _^ _1 .... 1_ _ .....the nitrogen su line Lo LUU ±u_ue u_.lUC_ u± L._ ±±,,, _uu_,_ ,_r ...
Use of a split sleeve in the adapter allowed a turbulence screen to be located
between sleeves (View B) or at the downstream end of the adapter. Other test
configurations, using a conical chamber or a rectangular flow geometry, em_loyed
component assemblies analogous to that of Figure i; however, the conical and
rectangular chambers did not provide for electrical heating. A similar test
assembly was used in a hot-wire anemometer test, except the film coo]ant
injector was replaced by an anemometer holder which located the anemometer
axially at a position corresponding to the coolant slot exit. Design and fabri-
cation details for key components in the various test assemblies are presented
in this section.
A. COOLANT INJECTORS
Four film coolant injectors were utilized in the laboratory test
program: a circular injector for ambient coolant, a circular injector for
cold gaseous coolant, a sGuare injector with the same slot height as the first
circular unit, and a liquid hydrogen injector. The second circular injector
was also used with ambient coolant to determine the effect of slot height
independent of the effect of density ratio. The procedure used for selection
of slot heights for the ambient and cold gas film coolant injectors is shown in
Figures 2 and 3, respectively. Slot heights required to obtain a range of film
coolant effectiveness at the throat are shown for a coolant/core injection
velocity ratio of i.i. These curves are based on the most appropriate effect-
iveness data considered in developing the flat plate correlation of Section
VI,A and applying the density ratio correction of that correlation. An injection
velocity ratio of i.I is near the middle of the range tested, provides an
effectiveness near the maximum and is close to the _timum design value. In
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order to account for anticipated coolant injection and core turbulence intensity
effects the dimensionless lengths corresponding to each effectiveness were
divided by 1.5. To simulate a design application, it would be desirable to
test at a throat effectiveness of about 0.4. However, designing for this
effectiveness presented a problem in temperature measurement. Figures 2 and 3 show
that at an effectiveness value of 0.4, the adiabatic wall temperature differ-
ences between the throat and the film coolant injection point would be about
90°F (50 K) and 130°F (72 K) for the two cases. In order to obtain an adequate
measurementof the entire adiabatic wall temperature distribution, it was
considered necessary to make this difference about 200°F (Ii0 K) and accept a
reduced effectiveness. The slot height selection shown on each figure is based
on this criterion; the resultant slot heights are 0.060 in. (0.152 cm) for
ambient hydrogen and 0.015 in. (0.038 cm) for cold hydrogen.
The ambient hydrogen film coolant injector design is shownin detail
in Figures 4-6. Particular care was taken to provide a uniform flow distribution
to each channel through the use of deflectors at each inlet and of 0.020 in.
(0.051 cm) deepmetering slots for pressure drop control upstream of each
channel (Figure 6). Tapered ribs provide a uniform coolant flow at the slot
exit (Figure 5). The cold gas coolant injector design is similar, but provides
a 0.015 in. (0.038 cm) slot height; in addition, the metering channel width was
reduced from 0.046 in. (0.117 cm) to 0.023 in. (0.058 cm) because of the some-
what lower coolant flow rates and higher slot pressure drops. Electrical dis-
charge machining was used on each componentof both injectors. Figures 7 and 8
show the inner and outer rings_ respectively, of the cold gas injector. These
figures show the key features of both injectors: the tapered ribs of the film
coolant slot on the inner ring, and the inlet deflectors and metering channels
for flow distribution control on the outer ring, The hole in the foreground
of Figure 8 is the manifold instrumentation port. Figures 9 and i0 provide
closeup views of the complete injectors showing the 0.060 in. (0.152 cm) and
0.015 in. (0.038 cm) slots, respectively, and the ends of the tapered ribs.
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Figure ii shows the square film coolant injector design, which has
a 0.060 in. (0.152 cm) slot height to match the first circular injector. It
consists of four segment_= two each of the P1_t_ No_ ! Assembly shown in Figure
12 and the Plate No, 2 Assembly shown in Figure 13. Figures 14 and 15 provide
photographs of the metering sections and cover plates used to make the sub-
assemblies of Figures 12 and 13_ respectively. A closeup of the coolant slot
in the completed injector is shown in Figure 16.
The design of the liquid coolant injector is shown in Figure 17.
In order to obtain uniform liquid coverage on the wall with discrete iniection
holes, it is necessary to either impinge the liquid on the wall at an an_le
of about 30 ° or provide a tangential injection velocity component. An impinging
design in the present case would result in the core flow seeing a very large
wall discontinuity. Therefore, a swirl flow design wss selected with the wall
discontinuity limited to that of the ambient hydrogen gas injector. Twenty-
four injection holes with a diameter of 0.042 in. (0.107 cm) provide a liquid
injection velocity of i00 ft/sec (30 m/s) at the maximum coolant flow rate.
Since it was likely that a two-phase mixture would enter the injector manifold,
tangential inlets were provided to minimize phase separation. A closeup view
of the liquid injector is shown in Figure 18.
B. TEST NOZZLES
0
Figure 19 shows the design for the test nozzle with an electrically
heated cylindrical chamber. The throat diameter was selected to provide a
stagnation pressure of 250 psia (172 N/cm 2) with no film cooling and the nominal
heated nitrogen flow of 1.0 ib/sec (0.45 kg/s). A higher pressure would require
smaller test sections and was, therefore, not desirable; a significantly lower
pressure is not possible for testing with supercritical liquid film coolant.
The chamber diameter of 1.218 in. (3.094 cm) gives a contraction ratio of 4.0,
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a typical value for internal regenerative designs, and also accommodates
commercially available Hastelloy-X tubing with 0.020 in. (0.051 cm) wall
thickness. Hastelloy-X was selected because of its high electrical resistivity
and great strength at high temperatures. The latter feature allows a thinner
wall, which is desired to increase electrical resistance and minimize transient
temperature gradients (thereby facilitating transient data analysis). A
cylindrical section length of 3.5 in. (8.9 cm) provides for an adequate electri-
cally heated length and simulates a typical design L* of 16. The expansion
section contour was dictated by flow separation and instrumentation consider-
ations; it is not typical of internal regenerative cooling applications.
Figure 20 shows the conical chamber design; it provides the same axial distance
to the throat and the same throat and expansion section configurations as the
cylindrical chamber design.
Both the cylindrical and conical chambers were spun; subsequent
grinding of the throat section provided a nearly uniform wall thickness. The
wall thickness of the cylindrical chamber was 0.022 in. (0.056 cm) in the throat
and 0.020 in. (0.051 cm) elsewhere; the wall of the conical chamber was
0.019 in. (0.048 cm) at the throat and 00015-0.018 in. (0.038-0.046 cm) else-
where. Two early attempts to spin the conical chamber resulted in cracking
near the throat. Additional Hastelloy-X tubing was ordered along with CRES 347
tubing. The latter material was an acceptable alternate for this chamber,
since the conical design was not electrically heated. Two conical chambers
were then spun successfully, one from each material. However, the internal
surface of the Hastelloy-X conical chamber was damaged during final machining.
Therefore, the flange was removed and brazed to the CRES 347 chamber.
The rectangular chamber assembly design is shown in Figure 21, while
Figure 22 provides the chamber wall details. A square inlet was selected, with
convergence in one plane resulting in a throat aspect ratio of 4:1. The nozzle
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throat and exit areas, along with the injector core flow ares, are identical
to those in the circular system. The instrumented walls were made from
0.019 in. (0.048 cm) CRES347 sheet stock. Transverse stiffeners were added
to the chamber to prevent deflection of the side walls; these stiffeners did
not contact the thin test walls and allowed room for the expected deflection of
these walls. The actual chamberwith stiffeners is shown in Figure 23 along
with the other componentsof the rectangular assembly.
C. TURBULENCESCREENS
A range of square meshscreens was used in an attempt to influence
the turbulence intensity of the nitrogen core flow at the coolant injection
location. The characteristics of these screens are tabulated below.
Wire Dia. %Open
Mes___h in. _rea M Criteria
i0 .02 64.0 5 Coarse Mesh
14 .017 57.2 7 10% Intensity
22 .0075 69.7 ii Intermediate Mesh
30 .0065 64.8 15 Uniformity
40 .0065 54.8 20 Finer Mesh
The primary criteria for screen size selection was to simulate the
turbulence intensity near an injector face. Data from Ref. 1 indicate that the
turbulence intensity near an injector is about i0 percent. An extrapolation of
the screen turbulence data given in Ref. 2 indicates that a i0 _ercent intensity
level can be expected at an x/M ratio of about 7, where x is the distance down-
stream of the screen and M is the mesh size. This criteria leads to a mesh
size of 14 for the downstream position of the turbulence grid (1/2 inch or
1.3 cm upstream of the film coolant inlet); therefore, the 14 mesh screen was
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chosen for one of the turbulence grids. A i0 meshscreen was also used in case
a more coarse grid was necessary to obtain the desired turbulence.
Flow uniformity in the radial direction was also a desirable char-
acteristic of the flow downstreamof the turbulence grid. Ref. 2 gives an x/M
value of 15 as a flow uniformity criteria and this led to the selection of the
30 meshscreen. An intermediate sized screen, 22 mesh, and a finer screen,
40 mesh, were also used so that a wide range of screens could be characterized.
Oneother criteria considered in selecting the screen sizes was
flow stability downstreamof the screen. Data in Ref. 3 correlate the occurrence
of flow instabilities with the portion of flow area "blocked" by the wire of
the mesh; a minimumvalue of about 55 to 60 percent open area was desirable
for stability.
D. RELATEDHARDWARE
A laminated Grafoil-mica-Grafoil seal was used between the film
coolant injector and the cylindrical chamber; it also provided electrical iso-
lation of the chamber. Mica was also used to prevent electrical contact
between the chamberand the smaller shoulder on the injector (see Figures 1 and
4). This mica was carefully matched to the chamberdimensions in order to
provide a smooth surface for the film coolant.
Figure 24 shows the coolant channel provided in the adapter housin_
in order to reduce heating of the film coolant prior to its injection. Ambient
nitrogen was used in this circuit during ambient hydrogen testing; there was no
flow in this circuit during tests with the cold film coolants. A similar
cooling circuit was provided in the adapter for the rectangular assembly.
Transition from the circular nitrogen supply line to the square film coolant
injector was provided by the upstream sleeve in the adapter section; this
sleeve is shownin Figure 25.
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IV. TEST FACILITY AND INSTRUMENTATION
Test Bay 5 of the Research Physics Laboratory was utilized for the film
cooling tests. This bay was selected because of adjacent liquid hydrogen feed
system facilities and the accessibility of a gaseous nitrogen heating unit and
a high wattage dc power supply. A special stand was installed to provide
unimpeded channeling of power leads and gas facilities as shown in Figure 26.
Nitrogen at 500 and 3600 psi (345 and 2480 N/cm 2) and gaseous hydrogen at
3000 psi (2070 N/cm 2) were provided to the stand.
The cylindrical chamber was heated by connecting the cylindrical section
as an electrical resistance heater to a 40 kW power supply. A pair of 2/0
copper leads were run from the bus bars to the test stand; another pair was
used for the ground circuit. A dc shunt was installed to permit measurement
of power input to the test section during the heat transfer tests.
The primary flow heater was also electrical resistance heated; it is
just visible in the upper right corner of Figure 26. This unit consists of
two series'connected runs. The first is constructed of 1 in. (2.5 cm) diameter
stainless steel tubing and the second of 1-1/2 in. (3,8 cm) Inconel 600 tubing.
A total power of approximately 340 kW was available to heat the incoming
nitrogen. The heater delivers 1.0 ib/sec (0.45 kg/s) of nitrogen at temperatures
in excess of IIO0°F (866 K) for short durations or at 900°F (755 K) continuously.
Gaseous hydrogen as film coolant was supplied from the 3000 psi (2070 N/cm 2)
system, with a 1/2 in. (1.3 cm) regulator and 1/2 in. (1,3 cm) extended stem
valve for control. Flow rates were measured by use of a critical nozzle
installed immediately upstream of the valve. A schematic flow diagram of the
test system is shown in Figure 27 and includes the subsystems for cold gas and
liquid coolant testing. In order to obtain rapid hydrogen flow transients the
flow control valve was located close to the test assembly, and the pilot valve
was close-coupled to the flow control valve with 3/8 in. (0.95 cm) diam_,ter
tubing. Hydrogen flow rates were controlled by presetting the pressure re_mlator
ii
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upstream of the critical flow nozzle. Nitrogen supply to the heater was
through a 1.0 in. (2.5 cm) stainless steel line, with a 1.5 in. (3.8 cm)
connection to the test section from the heater. Hydrogen lines were 0.50 in.
(1.3 cm) stainless steel tubing. Systempressure drops at required flow rates
were minimal except for the cold gas heat exchanger, which was calculated to
have a pressure drop in the 100-200 psi (69-138 N/cm2) range.
The heater exchanger for the cold gaseous hydrogen tests consisted of
180 ft (55 m) of 3/4 in. (1.9 cm) diameter stainless steel tubing installed in
three parallel coils. During operation the coils were submergedin liquid
nitrogen in a cylindrical cryostat. They were assembled in a manner to provide
for natural convective circulation in a counter-current heat transfer mode.
Rated capacity was 0.i Ib/sec (0.045 kg/s) of ambient temperature hydrogen.
This method of temperature conditioning was selected over the LH2 vaporization
method because it produces better temperature control under variable flow rate
conditions. The heat exchanger was installed downstreamof the flow measurement
nozzle, and a subsonic venturi was used downstreamof the heat exchanger. This
arrangement provided for accurate setting of the flow into the heat exchanger
with a separate measurementof the flow out of the heat exchanger. The venturi
was calibrated against the critical flow nozzle using ambient hydrogen.
For the liquid hydrogen testing a vacuum-jacketed line was installed
between a i00 gallon (0.38 m3) LH2 run vessel and the valve at the test stand,
as shownin Figure 28. The inner line was wrapped with one layer of aluminized
Mylar, one layer of fiberglass cloth and then seven layers of alternating
Dimplar and aluminized Mylar. Micarta discs were used as spacers at 4-foot
(1.2 m) intervals. Componentsnot readily jacketed were insulated with poly-
urethane foam. Figure 29 shows the test stand set up for liquid hydrogen
testing with all insulation in place.
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The flow control device for these tests was a venturi serving both as a
cavitating venturi for liquid flow and as a critical nozzle for gas flow.
Hydrogen temperature at the venturi was measuredwith a platinum resistance
temperature transducer. Actual flow rates were determined from a separate
calibration test, in which the hydrogen was heated to near ambient temperature
after leaving the venturi and then flowed through a critical flow nozzle. This
test was also used to calibrate the copper-constantan thermocouple used to
measure the hydrogen temperature in the coolant injector manifold.
Fluid static pressure and stagnation temperature were measuredat the
following locations: (i) upstream of the critical flow nozzle in the nitrogen
supply line, (2) upstream of the critical flow nozzle in the hydrogen circuit,
(3) at the flange in the nitrogen line to which the test assembly mates (see
Figure i), and (4) in the manifold of the film coolant injector. Table I
indicates the types of thermocouple used in each case. Additional pressure
taps were used to provide the pressure drop across the venturis used in the
cold gas and liquid hydrogen testing. Turbulence intensity was measured in a
special test using a two-wire, constant temperature hot-wire anemometerwith a
range of 0-300 ft/sec (0-91 m/s) for standard air; the oscillatory component
of the anemometersignal was measuredwith an rms voltmeter.
Each chamberwas instrumented with 26 thermocouples using 40 gauge
(.008 cmdia.) chromel-alumel wires. The ten thermocouples in the electrically
heated section of the cylindrical chamberwere spring loaded in tension against
0.0005 in. (0.0013 cm) thick mica using the cantilever system illustrated in
Figure 30; all other thermocouples were spot-welded to the wall. Figure 31
provides a closeup of the test assembly; five of the cantilever springs can
be seen in the left center of the figure. Just to the right of these thermo-
couples is the film coolant injector, with inlet lines near the top and
bottom. Immediately to the right of the bottom inlet line is the outlet from
the adapter coolant circuit, which exhausts ambient nitrogen to the atmosphere.
13
TAHLE I - FLUID _PERATURE THERMOCOUPLI_
Wire
Location Materials Di a-2in.
N2 Flow Nozzle
Flow Nozzle
Chromel- •009
Alumel
Copper- .020
Constantan
Type of
Junction
Shielded
Exposed
N2 supp_ Flange Chromel- .020
Alumel
Exposed
Injector Copper- .009
Manifold Constantan
Shielded
* Inserted about 1/4 in. Others are approximately in the center
of the flow.
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After the second checkout test, the spring-loaded thermocouples in the
electrically heated section were changed to 30 gauge (.025 cm d_smeter) wire to
reduce breakage. Thermocouple locations on each chamber are shown in Figures
32 - 34.
All data were recorded on magnetic tape, with subsequent analog/digital
conversion providing 80 samples/sec for each item; computer cards were punched
automatically from the digital data for the wall temperature transients.
Selected output were also recorded on an oscillograph, and digital d_sp]_y of
parameters used to control each test was provided in the control room.
15
V. LABORATORY TESTING
Small scale laboratory tests were run using 900°F (755 K) nitrogen as
the core flow with hydrogen film coolant. Two basic results were obtained:
adiabatic wall temperature distributions and heat fluxes between the film
coolant and a non-adiabatic wall, thereby defining the film coolant effective-
ness and the heat transfer coefficient between the coolant and the wall. Heat
fluxes were obtained in two ways: with the wall acting as a calorimeter during
a cooling transient, and by electrically heating the chamber wall. In addition,
heating transients were used to obtain heat transfer coefficients without
coolant for comparison purposes.
All laboratory tests are summarized in Table II. Tests IA-D were
ambient nitrogen flow tests which determined if the gas film coolant injectors
flowed uniformly. Test IE was a water flow test of the liauid film coolant
injector. Test IF calibrated the venturi used in Tests 13 and 14. Test IG
provided hotwire anemometer characterization of various turbulence grid
configurations. Tests 2, 3 and 4 provided for system checkout and practicing
the test procedure; the program was not dependent on data from these test,
although useful results were obtained from Tests 3 and 4.
Tests 5 - i0 represent a systematic_ although very limited, study of
the effect of velocity ratio, density ratio_ slot height and coolant Reynolds
number. These are the fundamental injection parameters used in Section VI,A
to correlate plane, unaccelerated gaseous film coolant effectiveness data.
Coolant flow designations A, B, C and D in Table II refer to nominal injection
velocity ratios of 0.85, 1.0, 1.25, and 1.5_ respectively. These velocity
ratios were selected to span the range of optimum design, the maximum in the
velocity ratio correlating function of Section _I,A and the maximum test
effectiveness. The S designations represent special test segments at reduced
nitrogen temperatures as. descrlbed in Section V,D. In Test 6 the coolant
Reynolds number was half that of Test 5. Test 7 used the coolant injector
with a smalJer slot height, thereby a11owlng the effect of slot height to bc
16
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V, Laboratory Testing (cont.)
investigated independent of the density ratio change accompanying the use of
this injector in Tests 8 - i0 with cold hydrogen gas.
Test ii provided a second chamber contour and thus different flow
turning and acceleration characteristics compared to Test 5. Test 12 employed
a rectangular test section. Except for this geometry change, Test 12 was
identical to Tests 5 and ii; it provided for comparison of plane and axi-
symmetric flows. Tests 13 and 14 attempted to provide liquid hydrogen coolant
at supercritical and subcritical pressures, respectively.
Table III summarizes the test conditions achieved in Tests 3-14.
Nominal nitrogen flow was 1,04 ib/sec (0.47 kg/s) except in the low pressure
tests, and resulted in chamber pressures of 250 - 300 psia (172-207 N/cm2).
Table III indicates that the coolant flow was usually 4-8 percent of the total
flow. Nitrogen flow rates in Tests 6 and 14 were 0.53 and 0.43 ib/sec
(0.24 and 0.20 kg/s), respectively.
Table IV summarizes the various test data obtained. Normally, the
adiabatic wall temperature was processed as part of the electrical heating or
cooling transient results. A detailed discussion of the data reduction is
given in Appendix B.
Helium and a hydrogen-nitrogen mixture were considered as alternate core
flows to replace nitrogen and provide better density ratio simulation. The
planned use of ambient and 140°R (78 K) hydrogen with 900°F (755 K) nitrogen
provides density ratios of 0.19 and 0.70, respectively, compared with design
applications of 1.7 or higher. Use of hydrogen coolant at 265°R (147 K) with
helium at 900°R (500 K) (set by electrical heating limits) would yield a
density ratio of 1.7. However, this approach would be very costly and would
require a 0.010 in. (0.025 cm) slot height. Use of a hydrogen-nltrogen mixture
18
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TABLE IV. - TEST DATA SUMMARY
Test
Heated Section
Electrical (1) Heating Cooling TAW
Cooled Uncooled Transient Transient Only
3 1
4 i
5A 3
5B 3
5C 3
5D 3
5S-I (3)
5S-2 (4)
6A 3
6B 3
6C-I
6C-2 3
7A 2
7B 2
7C 3
7S(5) 2
8 3
9(7) -
i0 3
IIA
liB
IIC
liD
12A
12B
12C
12D
13A 3
13B 5
13C 5
14A 3
14B 5
14C 5
X X
X
X(6)
x(6)
Unheated Section
Heating Cooling TAW
Transient Transient Only
X X
X X
X X
-(2) X
- X
- X
X X
- X
- X
- X
X
X X
- X
- X
- X
- X
X X
- X
- X
- X
- X
_ - (8)
_ _ (8)
X
X
X
X
X
x
X
X
X
(i) Number of power levels is indicated.
(2) Dash indicates available data which were not processed.
(3) Nitrogen at 650°F.
(4) Nitrogen at 400°F.
(5) Nitrogen at 200°F.
(6) Processed separately from electrical data due to coolant temperature variation.
(7) Not processed due to data anomaly.
(8) Data not analyzed due to problem in automatic card punching.
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with 140°R (78 K) hydrogen coolant can also provide a density ratio of 1.7,
but requires an even smaller slot height. Furthermore, the results of Section
VI,A, indicating the density ratio and velocity ratio effects to be separable
(with the former correlated by a simple power l_w) were considered to provide
a sound basis for extrapolating the laboratory test data. Therefore, nitrogen
was retained as the core flow. However, the significant turning effects described
in Section VII,A are dependent on coolant-core density differences. Therefore,
future testing should simulate design density ratios; this can easily be accompli-
shed using nitrogen as the coolant.
A. INJECTORFLOWDISTRIBUTIONTESTS
Quantitative flow distribution tests were conducted on the three
gaseous film coolant injectors. Ambient nitrogen flowed through the coolant
circuit, exhausting to the atmospherewith no core flow through the center of
the injector. For the circular injectors a gear-driven angle measuring device
was mounted in a bench vise as shownin Figure 35. The injector was bolted
concentrically beneath it, and a total pressure probe attached rigidly to the
geared plate. The probe tip was located at the radial center of the coolant
slot and the plate rotated to provide a circumferential survey of the velocity
head. The U-tube water manometerused to measure the velocity head can be
seen in Figure 35 along with the two nitrogen lines to the injector and the
pressure gauge which monitored an upstream venturi pressure.
Two tests were run with the 0.060 in. (0.152 cm) slot; in each the
nitrogen flow rate was set to provide approximate simulation of the hydrogen
Machnumber. In the first test the chamberwall was not simulated and the probe
tip was located near the slot 'exit as shown in Figure 36. In Figure 37 the
square root of the measured velocity head is plotted vs. azimuthal position;
data points are shown as small balck dots. In general, data were obtained
adjacent to the ribs and at maximum and minimum velocity head locations between
the ribs; a few additional points shown as large open circles were ol_ta_ned
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directly in front of slot ribs. Although Figure 37 indicates a substantial
velocity depression adjacent to many ribs, the channel-to-channel flow distri-
bution appears to be quite uniform. The rib depression is probably due to the
boundary layer which builds up along the rib, although tapering of the ribs may
not have completely eliminated the wake region which otherwise would be present.
In order to investigate the dissipation of the rib effect, a 1.5 in.
(3.8 cm) long sleeve was used to simulate the chamberwall in the second test
of the 0.060 in. (0.152 cm) slot injector. The probe tip was located 0,725 in.
(1.84 cm) downstreamof the slot exit_ corresponding to the first thermocouple
location on the cylindrical chamber. A circumferential survey was madeto
find maximumand minimumvelocity heads, the results of which are shown in
Figure 38. All but four points fall within a _ i0 percent velocity range, and
comparison with Figure 37 indicates the rib depressions have disappeared in
most cases. In mating this injector to the cylindrical chamber, the complete
rows of chamberthermocouples were aligned with the 90 and 270 degree positions
on Figures 37 and 38.
The 0.015 in. (0.038 cm) slot injector was tested using the chamber
sleeve with the probe tip again 0.725 in. (1.84 cm) from the slot exit; the probe
and sleeve are shownin place in Figure 39. In this test the probe was necked
down to a 0.005 in. (0.013 cm) inside diameter in order to make the region
of pressure averaging smaller relative to the slot width; the previous probe
had an inside diameter of 0.010 in. (0.025 cm) at the tip. With the slow
response of the smaller tip it was no longer possible to search for maximum
and minimumvelocity head locations. Therefore_ measurementswere taken at
each rib location and in the center of each slot. In order to obtain a high
enough differential pressure to read accurately, the nitrogen flow was set at
about twice the value required for Machnumber simulation. A careful check of
the upstream pressure verified that the metering channels in the injector were
not near a choked flow condition.
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Results of the 0.015 in. (0.38 cm) slot injector test are shownin
Figure 40. The velocity scatter is within a ! i0 percent band for each half
of the circumference, but a small maldistribution between the two sides of the
injector is apparent. This mayhave been caused by either the chambersleeve
or the probe mount not being exactly concentric with the coolant slot. In
case an injector maldistribution actually existed this in_ector was mated to
the chambersuch that the primary thermocouples were at the nodes of the
velocity distribution. Data were also obtained at 2-degree increments between
the I00 and 140 degree locations on Figure 40. These results follow the trend
of Figure 40 except for a minimumpoint at 116 degrees, where the normalized
velocity was 1.25.
The square coolant injector's flow distribution was measuredwith a
total pressure probe in a similar manner, A plastic rectangular sleeve was
used, with the probe located axially at the first thermocouple position.
Figure 41 gives the relative velocity distribution measured; it is quite
uniform on the two five-channel sides which were used for chamber instrumentation.
The liquid hydrogen coolant injector was flow tested with water and then
with a water-nitrogen mixture, as shownin Figures 42 and 43, respectively.
Visual observations indicated the water flow distribution was excellent. In
the two-phase case a slightly reduced liquid flow was noted as the flow in each
half of the manifold reached the other inlet (see Figure 17). The injector was
oriented relative to the chambersuch that the primary thermocouple rows were
away from the inlets.
B. HOT-WIREANEMOMETERTEST
The test assembly for Test IG was like that for the first group
of film cooling tests except an anemometerholder replaced the film coolant
injector and positioned a hot-wi_e anemometerprobe at the sameaxial position
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as the film coolant slot exit. Seven turbulence intensity measurementswere
made, each at the center of the ambient nitrogen flow: with no screen, with
each of the five screens described in Section III located 0.5 in. (1.3 cm)
upstream of the anemometerprobe and with the i0 meshscreen retracted approxi-
mately 2 in. (5 cm) to the position between adapter sleeves (see Figure i).
Due to the massvelocity limitation of the anemometerthese tests
were run at essentially atmospheric pressure, i.e., with subsonic flow in the
nozzle. Three measurementswere madefor each configuration, at velocities of
about 115, 170 and 200 ft/sec (35, 52, and 61 m/s). The two higher velocities
indicated slightly lower turbulence intensities than the 115 ft/sec (35 m/s)
value, but the anemometerfluctuation calibration is much less accurate at the
higher velocities. Therefore, the results reported herein are at 115 ft/sec
(35 m/s) which corresponds to a Reynolds number of 70,000. In the film cooling
tests the heated nitrogen velocity was 300 ft/sec (91 m/s) with a Reynolds
number of 600,000.
The turbulence intensities measuredat 115 ft/sec (35 m/s) were
as follows:
Screen Intensity, %
None 4.1
40 mesh 4.1
30 mesh 4.0
22 mesh 4.1
14 mesh 4.5
i0 mesh 4.7
i0 mesh retracted 4.0
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The increase in turbulence intensity with the coarse meshscreens
was much less than anticipated. Extrapolation of the data of Ref. 2 had
indicated a i0 percent intensity might be obtained with a 14 meshscreen. As
a result of the small variation in intensity, film cooling tests to investigate
the effect of turbulence were dropped from the test plan, and all tests were
conducted with no screen.
C. FILM COOLINGCHECKOUTTESTS
Three checkout tests were run using the electrically heated
cylindrical chamber, .060 in. (0,152 cm) film coolant slot and ambient hydro-
gen coolant. The test procedure practiced in the checkout tests is illustrated
in Figure 44; it was easily run and was used in all film coolant testing.
Coolant flow was initiated during the nitrogen preheating period in order to
prevent heating of the film coolant injector and to provide the adiabatic wall
temperature distribution in the chamberafter the nitrogen temperature reached
steady state at 900°F (755 K). The hydrogen valve was then closed to obtain a
wall temperature transient from which heat transfer coefficients without film
cooling could be inferred. Opening the hydrogen valve then gave s cooldown
transient from which the corresponding heat transfer coefficients with film
cooling could be inferred. At the end of this transient a second measurement
of the adiabatic wall temperatures was obtained in somecases. Electrical
heating of the cylindrical section of the chamberfollowed, with steady-state
wall temperatures usually obtained at three power levels. The maximumpower level
was established by limiting the wall temperature to about II00°F (866 K).
However, maximumpower was not attained in the checkout tests, as described below.
In the case of ambient gaseous coolant each test consisted of
multiple coolant flow rates. Therefore, after the chamberpower was cut off
the hydrogen regulator pressure was adjusted to provide the new coolant flow
25
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rate. Whensteady conditions were obtained the test sequencewas repeated
starting with closure of the hydrogen valve. Analog-to-digital conversion of
all data was obtained from just before hydrogen valve closure until near the
end of the cooldown transient and also for a short interval with steady
conditions during each chamberpower level.
The first checkout test revealed several problems, the most serious
being a large leak at the hydrogen valve. This valve was an extended stem globe
valve that had been specially equipped with a stem vent fitting below the stem
seal. The valve was installed with pressure below the seat, and it was con-
sequently not noted that leakage would occur from the stem vent even though the
system was leak tested thoroughly prior to the run. There was a check valve
between the film coolant injector and the valve preventing flow to the valve
when the chamberassembly was pressurized. Thus the valve lost a substantial
volume of the total flow but only when in the open or run position. Subseouent
to sealing the vent no further problem of this nature occurred, This vent can
be seen in Figure 26 about midway on a vertical line between the top of the valve
and the top of the heated nitrogen supply line; it points in the direction of
the test assembly. The leak precluded use of the chamberthermocouple data due
to the unknowncoolant flowrate. Following a test segment at the maximum
hydrogen flowrate and subsequent electrical heating of the chamberduring the
next segment, this leak resulted in a minor explosion which terminated the test.
Maximumchambertemperature at the time of the explosion was approximately
II00°F (866 K).* Damagewas limited to scorched wire insulation and breakage of
all spring-loaded chamber thermocouples.
*Maximumchambertemperature during electrical heating at the maximumhydrogen
flow rate was 890°F (750 K).
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Two electrical problems were also revealed. Maximumcurrent
obtained through the test section was only 1500 amps, comparedto a 2400 amp
or greater capability by the power supply. It was determined that excessive
resistance in the cables to and from the test section resulted in reaching the
voltage limit of the power supply at the reduced current. Failure to obtain
data from most of the spot-welded thermocouples was also attributed to
excessive resistance in the ground circuit and the resultant voltage on the
unheated section of the chamber. As a result the cross-section of both the
ground and input cabling was doubled for the second test. The length of
these cables was also reduced, and several diodes in the power supply were
replaced. Based on subsequent testing, these modifications resolved the
problems described above.
The second checkout test accomplished only part of the test
procedure of Figure 44, at a coolant flow rate corresponding to a velocity
ratio of 0.85. Gooddata were obtained for the transient _ortion an_ the
first power level at 1400 amps; the second power level was to be at 2000 amps.
However, when the current reached about 1900 ampsa fire broke out in the
vicinity of the chamber, and the test was terminated. Maximumchamber temper-
ature at the time of the fire was approximately 650°F (615 K)o Damagewas
limited to breakage of someof the spring-loaded chamberthermocouples. The
fire was attributed to leakage developing during the test at the chamber-
injector interfaee; such a leak would supply almost pure hydrogen to the
region between the test section and the quartz wool insulation surrounding it.
Post-test inspection revealed that the seal at this interface was installed
improperly* and was damagedin one region. It was also found that the chamber
flange was warped.
*Installed as mica-Grafoil-mica instead of GrafoJl-mica-Grafoil.
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A third checkout test was run in an attempt to resolve the injector-
chamber interface leakage problem noted in the second test. Prior to assembly
the chamberflange was machined flat, and the chamberthermocouples were replaced.
The spring-loaded thermocouples in the electrically heated section were changed
to 30 gauge (.025 cm diameter) wire to reduce breakage. This change sacrificed
the transient data from these thermocouples as a secondary source of heat trans-
fer coefficients in this section; steady-state data with electrical heating of
the wall was always the primary source. The injector-chamber seal for this test
was a Grafoil-Grafoil-mica-Grafoil laminate,
The results of the third checkout test were virtually identical to
the second. At the initial coolant flow rate, transient testing and the first
power level (1400 amps) were completed successfully. However, at s test section
current of about 1900 ampsan interface leak and fire occurred. Subseauent
pressure testing with the nozzle plugged pinpointed the leak between two of
the three current-carrying bolts. Since this type of leak occurred on two tests
at the samepower level, but not on the initial checkout test* which was
limited to lower power levels, it was concluded that expansion of the bolts
due to their internal electrical heating caused the leak. The ground connection
for the test section had been movedupstream of the adapter flange to provide
more room for the spring-loaded thermocouple assembly. Following the third
checkout test this connection was movedto its originally planned location on
the chamberflange using a specially contoured bus connector; no leakage problems
were encountered in subsequent tests with this connection.
The checkout tests revealed a number of secondary problems. Steady-
state thermocouple readings without coolant flow just prior to the chilldown
transients revealed that external heat losses and axial conduction were not
negligible, with the chamberflanges acting as fins and reducing adjacent wall
*The initial test ran longer and at generally higher temperatures due to the
hydrogen valve leak.
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temperature measurementsby about 40°F (22 K). Therefore, Tests 5S-I and 5S-2
were added to obtain similar data at reduced nitrogen temperatures in order
to determine external boundary conditions for use in film cooling data analysis.
A second problem was the large a-c ripple in the test section voltage drop:
as a result, rms measurementsof the a-c componentas a function of powderI_vel
were obtained in a subsequent test. Use of these data in calculating the
electrical heat flux is described in Appendix B. In addition, it was observed
that the chamberpressure transient was slow after opening or closin_ the
hydrogen valve, i.e., the pressure transient duration was comparable to that
of the wall temperature transient. However_ the hydrogen flow transient appears
to be very fast, as indicated by the differential between the coolant injector
manifold pressure and the chamberpressure. The nitrogen flow variation
implied by the chamberpressure transients is analyzed in Appendix B and used
in calculating correlation coefficients from the transient heat transfer
coefficients.
D. AMBIENTHYDROGENTESTS
Tests 5 and 6 used the 0.060 in, (0.152 cm) coolant slot with the
cylindrical chamber. In Test 6 the core and coolant flows were half the
Test 5 values in order to investigate the effect of coolant Reynolds number.
Test 7 used the coolant injector with a 0.015 in. (0.038 cm) slot height,
thereby allowing the effect of slot height to be investigated independent of
the density ratio change accompanyingthe use of this injector in subsequent
tests with cold hydrogen.
Tests 5S-I and 5S-2 were run with nominal nitrogen temperatures
of 650°F and 400°F (6]5 and 480 K), respectively, in order to obtain additional
heat loss data. In each case the normal transient test sequencewas employed,
using about 0.03 ib/sec (0.014 kg/s) of hydrogen; no electrical heating data
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were obtained. Use of the steady-state results obtained without coolant
just prior to the cooldown transients is described in Appendix B. Test 6C
was run twice (note Tables III and IV), since the initial attempt was inter-
rupted after the transient sequenceby an electrical problem with the nitrogen
heater.
The liquid nitrogen heat exchanger used in Test 8 - I0 was installed
prior to running Test 7. Since a by-pass was not provided, the coolant in
Test 7 passed through the empty heat exchanger. Pressure data at the subsonic
hydrogen venturi and in the injector manifold indicate the heat exchanger
volume was sufficient to cause a long-duration flow transient after opening the
hydrogen valve. Therefore, heat transfer coefficients were not inferred from
the cooldown transients of this test.
Nominal test section currents were 1400, 2000 and 2400 amps for
Test 5 and ii00, 1550 and 1900 ampsfor Test 6. Only two electrical heating
measurements, at i000 and 1500 amps, were madefor each of the two lower coolant
flow rates in Test 7; planned operation at 1800 ampswas eliminated because of
the high wall temperatures observed at 1500 amps*. A third point, at 1700 amps,
was obtained at the highest coolant flow. At the end of this test the nitrogen
temperature was reduced to approximately 200°F (370 K), and steady-state heat
transfer data were obtained without coolant flow at i000 and 1400 amps (Test 7S).
Test ii used the conical chamberand thus provided different flow
turning and acceleration characteristics compared to Test 5. This comparison
is of great importance in view of the turning effects observed in Test 5 and
discussed in Section VII,A. Figure 45 shows the conical chamberon the test
stand with the insulation removed.
*Maximumtest section power was limited based on preventing the wall temperature
from exceeding II00°F (866 K).
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E. COLDHYDROGENTESTS
Tests 8 - I0 used the samecomponentassembly as Test 7, but
provided higher injection density ratios by using cold hydrogen gas as the
film coolant. Ambient hydrogen entered a tubular heat exchanger consistin_ of
three parallel coils submergedin liquid nitrogen as discussed in Section IV.
This heat exchanger performed about as expected, although the long flow trans-
ient after hydrogen valve opening eliminated the wall cooldown transient ss a
source of heat transfer coefficient data as in Test 7. No flow oscillations
were observed at the subsonic venturi measuring flow from the heat exchanger,
even though parallel circuits were used in the heat exchanger. However, the
outlet temperature decreased somewhatwithin each test and from test to test;
coolant temperatures obtained in the injector manifold early in each test when
the adiabatic wall temperatures were recorded were as follows:
H2 Temperature_ DensityTest °R Ratio
8 200 0.490
9 184 O. 535
i0 168 0.585
The resulting density ratios compare with a value of about 0.19 for ambient
coolant. Variation of the coolant temperature within each test was accounted for
by adjusting the adiabatic wall temperature for use in the analysis of the
electrical heating data based on constant effectiveness.
Nominal test section currents were 1400, 2000 and 2200 amps in
Tests 8 and 9 and 1400, 2000 and 2400 amps in Test i0. The third power level
in Tests 8 and 9 was restricted due to high wall temperatures. Following
Test I0 a thermocouple calibration test of the assembled chamber with all
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thermocouples in place was made. This test consisted of a two-point check of
the chamber, at 59°F (288 K) and totally immersedand eauilibrated in liquid
nitrogen. Maximumdeviation from base temperature was 12°F (7 K) on voltage
substitution calibrated thermocouples, Someof the thermocouples could not be
balanced for each test run because of the limited numberof calibrstion channels
available, and in these channels a maximumshift of 34°F (19 K) was observed.
Linear correction relationships were developed to permit adjustment of the
temperatures as read.
Data from Test 9 were found to be inconsistent and were not
analyzed. Adiabatic wall temperatures from the two primary rows of thermo-
couples, measuredearly in the test_ are higher than those from Test 8 in spite
of a higher coolant flow rate and lower coolant temperature in Test 9. In
Test i0, a further increase in coolant flow and decrease in coolant temperature
resulted in temperatures significantly lower than in Test 8 (as expected). At
the end of the transient sequence and during electrical heating, however, these
sameTest 9 wall temperature measurementswere between those of Tests 8 and i0,
as are the adiabatic wall temperatures from the secondary rows of thermocouples
(90° from the primary rows). Therefore, the data from Test 9 are not self-
consistent. It would appear that an unusual coolant flow distribution existed
early in Test 9, but this distribution was not re-established when coolant flow
was initiated during the transient sequence. Unfortunately, the new steady-
state adiabatic wall condition was not attained during the data recording
sequence due to the long flow transients noted above. Therefore, adiabatic
wall temperatures were not available for analysis of the electrical heating
data.
F. RECTANGULAR GEOMETRY TEST
A short preliminary run of Test 12 resulting in no data acquisition
revealed two problems: an abrupt rather than gradual reduction in the thin
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wall deflection approaching the throat, and a significant loss of thermocouples
due to the thermal expansion and contraction of these walls. As a result of
the former, subsequent data obtained at and beyond the throat are of little
value due to the significant flow turning just upstream of the throat. As a
result of the second problem, the chamberthermocouples were repaired and the
test procedure for Test 12 was revised. Steady-state data at four coolant flow
rates were obtained first, corresponding to the velocity ratios used in Tests
5 and Ii. The normal transient test sequence was then run at the two lower
coolant flows. By this time about half of the chamberthermocouples had been
lost, so the test was terminated.
G. LIQUID HYDROGENTESTS
The following table summarizesthe flow conditions obtained in the
liquid hydrogen film cooling tests.
Test
Hydrogen Hydrogen
Hydrogen Temperature Temperature
Flow Rate at Venturi in Injector
ib/sec OR OR
13A .0382 54 85 - 76
13B .0548 63 82 - 76
13C .0714 69 i01 - 91
14A .0384 66 88 - 76
14B .0547 65 67 - 64
14C .0726 75 88 - 76 - 91
Note that the hydrogen temperature in the injector manifold varied slightly
within each test segment. Nominal nitrogen flow rates in Tests 13 and 14 were
1.04 and 0.43 ib/sec (0.47 and 0.20 kg/s), respectively.
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Test section electrical power was limited during Tests 13 and 14
due to a shortage of diodes for the power supply; maximumheat flux was about
0.3 Btu/in. 2 W/cm2)-sec (49 . For the first two coolant flow rates in each
test, nominal test section currents were 750, ii00 and 1500 amps. However, in
the second segmentof each test these power levels were run in descending as
well as ascending order in order to detect any pseudo boiling phenomena. For
the third or high flow segment of each test, nominal currents were 750, 950,
ii00, 1300 and 1500 amps, thereby providing a more detailed heat flux vs. wall
temperature curve if a pseudo boiling behavior were obtained; these power
levels were run in ascending order only.
Laboratory testing was completed with running of the liquid
hydrogen flow calibration test (IF in Table II). In this test a critical flow
nozzle was installed in series with the venturi used for hydrogen flow control
in Tests 13 and 14. The heat exchanger used previously in cold hydrogen gas
testing, in this case filled with water, was installed downstreamof the venturi
and the run valve; it heated the hydrogen to approximately 500°R (280 K) before
entering the critical flow nozzle. System flow, as measuredby the critical
flow nozzle, was correlated with the pressure and density upstream of the venturi
by the equation
Wc = C1P_P_0
in which
W = hydrogen flow, ib/sec
C
P = pressure upstream of venturi, psia
p = density upstream of venturi, ib/ft 3
The correlation coefficient C 1 was found to be very slightly pressure dependent s
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ranging from 0.528 x 10-3 at ii00 psia (760 N/cm2)- to 0.519 x 10-3 at 4200 psia
(2900 N/cm2). As in the actual film cooling tests, the hydrogen temperature
upstream of the venturi was measuredwith a platinum resistance temperature
transducer; the resultant temperature range during the calibration test was
64 - 75°R (36 - 42 K). The copper-constantan thermocouple used to measure
the hydrogen temperature in the film coolant injector manifold was installed
adjacent to the resistance temperature transducer during Test IF in order to
calibrate the former.
Interpretation and analysis of the "liquid" hydrogen data from
Tests 13 (supercritical) and 14 (subcritical) were hamperedin somecases by
the unsteady nature of somewall temperatures during the adiabatic wall and
electrical heating measurementsand by occasional inconsistencies amon_the
wall temperatures measuredprior to transient testing, near the end of the
cooling transient* and during the lowest electrical power level. These problems
are attributed to jet instability or quasi-stability (i.e., more than one
relatively stable operating mode) associated with injection of the coolant
through discrete holes and to heat transfer from the forward chamberflange to
the coolant. The latter occurrence was also observed with the cold hydrogen
gas data, as discussed in Section VII_Ap but would be of even greater magnitude
in the liquid tests. In order to process the data and provide approximate
results, best estimates of the wall temperatures were utilized whenever unsteady
or inconsistent data were encountered. Whenthe inside wall temperature with
electrical heating minus the adiabatic wall temperature was less than 5°F (3 K),
no heat transfer coefficient was calculated.
Someof the adiabatic wall temperatures obtained in Test 14 were
low enough to indicate the likelihood of nitrogen condensation, which precludes
determination of the film coolant effectiveness. In addition, the simple
*Data were usually not recorded long enough to reach steadv state after tbe
cooling transients.
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nitrogen property formulations used in calculating mixture properties at the
wall could not be extrapolated below 250°R (140 K); therefore, heat transfer
correlation coefficients were not calculated when the property reference
temperature wasbelow 250°R (140 K). Automatic card punching of the cooling
transient temperatures for Tests 14B and C was not possible due to a time
scale problem; the computer program modification required to rectify this
problem was beyond the scope of the present effort.
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A. FILM COOLANT EFFECTIVENESS
Before conducting the present test program, existing laboratory
gas film cooling effectiveness data from Refs. 4-6 for plane, unaccelerated
flow were correlated using the following dimensionless length:
= x (I)
Pc 1.15 u 0.25
c) f( )_ec c
e
These data were obtained using air_ helium, argon and Arcton 12 as the film
coolants, with air as the mainstream flow in each case. They were selected
for correlation because of the wide density ratio range provided (0.26 - 4.2),
and because each set includes a meaningful range of velocity ratio. In
addition, each investigator used a good slot design to provide film coolant
flow parallel to the wall. Table V indicates the parameter ranges associated
with each of the five sets of data. Use of the air-air data of Ref. 7 was
also planned, since they represent density ratios of about 1.8 and 2.6; these
ratios bracket the design range of interest and fill the gap between 1.4 and
4.2 in the other data. However, comparisons of Ref. 7 with the other five
data sets were discouraging; further comparison evidently requires correcting
for the preheating of the film coolant of Ref. 7.
The coolant effectiveness used herein is the total enthalpy
effectiveness (see Appendix A), which is equal to the element concentration
effectiveness assuming a turbulent Lewis number of unity. Therefore, it was
possible to use the concentration measurements of Ref. 6 on the same basis
as the wall temperature measurements of Refs. 4 and 5.
The above form for the correlating length _, but with a genera]
function of density ratio and velocity ratio in the denominator, was assumed a
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VI,A, Film Coolant Effectiveness (cont.)
priori based on existing correlations and theory. In view of existing velocity
ratio correlating functions valid for specific density ratios (e._., Ref. 5),
the primary purpose of the present effort was to clarify density ratio effects
and, in particular, determine any interaction between density ratio and velocity
ratio. The first step in developing the new correlation was to define the
effect of density ratio at velocity ratios near unity, This was accomplished
0.25
by plotting x/(Re c Sc) vs. density ratio for a given effectiveness. Figure
46 is a composite of three such plots _ = 0.5, 0.6 and 0.84) in which the sir
data of Ref. 6 have been used to normalize the ordinate. A linear fit of
these results (log coordinates) yields a power-law exponent of about 1.15; note
that the boundary layer entrainment model of Ref. 8 gives an exponent of unity.
while Refs. 5 and 9 use an exponent of 1.5
0.25
Plotting x/(Re s ) vs, velocity ratio for a given effectiveness
c c
and density ratio indicated a 1.5 power dependence for all data with velocity
ratios less than unity, thereby confirming the exponent of Ref. 5 and determining
that velocity ratio and density ratio effects are separable in this range.
Figure 47 is a composite of all these plots such that the 1.5 power fits for
each effectiveness-density ratio combination coincide. Data for velocity ratios
greater than unity have been included in Figure 47, except as noted below, and
indicate the same behavior for all density ratios. Although such separability
of velocity ratio and density ratio effects in this region is used herein, with
the velocity ratio function given by the solid curve in Figure 47, additional
data are required for confirmation, Figure 47 includes only 8 points with
velocity ratios greater than i,I for which the denslty ratios are not near
unity. In addition, the helium data (Ref. 4) are contradictory. Those for a
slot height of 0.5 in. (1.3 cm) indicate a peak in x/(Re 0.25 s ) near a
c c
velocity ratio of 1.2 consistent with the other data of Figure 47, while the
0.125 in. (0.32 cm) slot height data (not shown for Uc/U e > i.i) peak at a
velocity ratio of almost two.
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Figures 46 and 47 determined the correlating length of Eq. (i)
based on data comparisons at a limited number of effectiveness values. Figure
48 shows all effectiveness data greater than 0.I as a function of this length.
The correlation obtained is quite good considering that the data represent
three sources using two different measurementtechniques and covering very wide
ranges of density ratio, velocity ratio, coolant Reynolds number and slot height.
Note that the helium data (Ref. 4)are generally higher than the rest for $ < 15,
but are slightly lower for _ > 20. The greater lengths obtained at high
effectiveness are undoubtedly due to differences in slot design and upstream
core flow characteristics, while the ultimately lower effectiveness maybe due
to the high core temperature (810 K) used in Ref. 4. Someof the data (not
shown) do not fit the correlation of Figure 48. In addition to the high velocity
ratio helium data noted in the preceeding paragraph, these include the following:
(i) the argon data below an effectiveness of about 0.3 for a velocity ratio of
0.29, (2) the Arcton 12 data below an effectiveness of about 0.5 for a velocity
ratio of 0.28, and (3) the Seban air data below an effectiveness of about 0.3
for velocity ratios of 3.5 and greater. With the exception of the helium data
these omissions are not considered to be significant, since they represent
velocity ratios well outside the range of good design practice.
As expected, the data of Figure 48 indicate three distinct regimes.
For _ < 0.6 the mixing of core flow and film coolant has not penetrated to the
wall, and the effectiveness remains at unity. A transition region is followed
by the characteristic nearly-linear asymptotic region (slope = -0.8) observed
many times before; the latter starts at about _ = 20. It was necessary to fit
the data of Figure 48 with a fundamental model in order to provide a basis
for extension to axisymmetric, accelerated flow with rocket engine turbulence
intensities, combustion effects and coolant injection techniques. For this
purpose, the entrainment model detailed in Appendix A was selected. This
model represents explicitly the entrainment of core flow into a mixing layer
4O
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which contains all of the film coolant; an enthalpy profile shape factor
relates bulk mixing layer and adiabatic wall enthalpies. Therefore, an energy
balance on the mixing layer gives the f_!m cooling effectiveness as
Wc
n = @(Wc + WE) (2)
In the initial free-jet region of unity effectiveness, the increasing entrain-
ment flow WE merely reduces the shape factor @. At somedistance from the film
coolant injection point, the mixing layer profiles should becomesimilar, in
which case the shape factor is constant. Betweenthese limits, core entrain-
ment affects both the shape factor and the effectiveness•
The entrainment massflux is represented as a fraction k of the axial
mass velocity of the mainstream. This entrainment fraction was assumedto be
independent of the distance from the injection point in correlating the plane,
unaccelerated flow data. Therefore, the total entrainment flow at any location
for these data is
WE = koPeUe x
and the coolant effectiveness is
! koX )Ii + Pc u
_ • _ S
Pe Ue c
(3)
The solid curve of Figure 48 is the proposed entrainment model fit of the plane,
unaccelerated flow data. For _ > 14 the data of Figure 48 are fit by
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1.32 ($ > 14) (4)
n = 1 + 0.i _
which by comparison with Eq. (3) gives an asymptotic shape factor of 0.76 and
the following entrainment fraction:
k
o
0.1 Uc/Up_
0.15
(5)
The curve between _ = 0.6 _ = l) and $ _ 14, along with Eq. (3), defines the
shape factor variation in the transition region; note that the shape factor is
0.94 at the start of this region.
In extending this model beyond the plane unaccelerated flow case,
it was assumed that all results remain valid in terms of WE/W c. Therefore,
since WE/W c = 0.i $ above,
n = i WE/W c <__0.06
= l 0.06 < WE/W e < 1.4 (6)
WE
e (1 + %--)
C
1.32
WE
l+ T
c
WE/W c _ 1.4
with the transition region shape factor @ defined by Figure 49. Generalization
of the entrainment flow rate is presented in Appendix A along with the determin-
ation of the adiabatic wall temperature when chemical reactions occur. It
remains to determine the effects of flow turning and acceleration, mainstream
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combustion and turbulence, and coolant injection geometry on the entrainment
fraction k. Therefore, of primary interest in interpreting the present labor-
atory data and the firing data of Refs. i0 and ii is the ratio k/ko, i.e.,
the entrainment fraction multiplier required to account for those effects not
present in plane, unaccelerated flow laboratory data with continuous slot
coolant injection.
B. HEATTRANSFER
The convective heat flux to a non-adiabatic wall with film cooling
is calculated herein as
q = G St (Haw- Hw) Pref/P_ (7)
in which H is the adiabatic wall enthalpy defined by the coolant effective-aw
ness (see Appendix A) and H is the enthalpy of the local gas mixture at thew
wall at the non-adiabatic wall temperature. The mixture ratio at the wall is
also defined by the coolant effectiveness. Use of H as the driving enthalpyaw
is based on the assumption that the thermal boundary layer due to wall cooling
or heating is small relative to the coolant mixing layer.
The Stanton number is evaluated from a modified turbulent pipe flow
correlation,
u 0.8 -0.2 -0.6
St = CgI (x) [1 + g (#-l)]e ReD Prre f (8)
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in which
C = position dependent correlation coefficient for a velocity
gl ratio of unity
g = velocity mixing function, to be determined by the present
laboratory data
ReD = Reynolds numberbased on flow diameter, Pref GD/Pe_ref
Pr = Prandtl number
The reference properties (p, _ and Pr) are evaluated at the wall mixture
ratio defined by the coolant effectiveness and at a reference temperature.
Tworeference temperatures were considered, the adiabatic wall temperature
and the arithmetic meanof the adiabatic and non-adiabatic wall temperatures.
Based on previous experience it was expected that the laboratory
heat transfer data would show that the above formulation would allow the same
correlation coefficients to be used with and without film cooling. The effect
of film cooling is accounted for by the use of the local gas composition in
evaluating properties and by the velocity correction near the injection point.
Analysis of the laboratory data in Section ¥11pB confirms this hypothes_s,
C. COMPUTERP OGRAM
The computer program used in the design feasibility studies consists
of four major parts, linked as shownin Figure 50: (i) a thermochemical sub-
routine THERMwhich calculates the mainstream expansion and is also used to
compute gas mixture compositions and properties at the wall, (2) the film
cooling module BARFCwhich uses the entrainment model of Appendix A to determine
the coolant effectiveness and the resulting adiabatic wall enthalpy and wall
mixture ratio, (3) the boundary condition subroutine TCALHGwhich calculates
the wall heat transfer coefficient, and (4) the SINDAnetwork analyzer. For
adiabatic wall designs only THERMand BARFCare required.
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None of these program componentswas developed originally on this
contract. However, BARFCwas modified to provide the entrainment fraction and
shape factor correlations developed in Section VIA and to include a data
analysis modeof operation to calculate average values of k/k ° between data
stations. In addition, TCALHGwasmodified to include bracketed term in Eq.
(8), which accounts for the effect of coolant injection velocity on the wall
heat transfer coefficient.
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A separate data analysis program was developed to determine the adiabatic
wall temperature and film coolant effectiveness from the steady-state wall
temperature with film cooling and to calculate heat transfer coefficients and
corresponding correlation coefficients from the transient and electrical heating
data. A detailed discussion of these calculations is given in Appendix B, and
the results are discussed in this section. Many of the adiabatic wall tempera-
tures have been input to the data mode of the film cooling program, and the
resulting entrainment fraction data are also presented below.
A. FILM COOLANT EFFECTIVENESS
i. Cylindrical Chamber with Ambient Coolant
Figure 51 shows the typical axial variation of adiabatic wall
temperature obtained with the cylindrical chamber and ambient coolant. Shown
for comparison is the predicted distribution from the model of Section VI,A
using a uniform entrainment fraction multiplier of 1.5; this is essentially
the prediction used to design the film coolant injector, with the 1.5 factor
used to account for the expected turbulence intensity. Although the measured
turbulence intensity (Section V,B) was less than expected, this prediction is
in excellent agreement with the data in the cylindrical section. However, the
measured temperatures in the convergent section and at the throat are much
higher than predicted. This is attributed to turning effects at the start of
convergence, which are subsequently investigated in detail. Predicted tempera-
tures downstream of the throat change very little, since the additional mixing
is offset by the imperfect recovery of kinetic energy. The significant decrease
in measured wall temperatures downstream of the throat indicates that very
little mixing occurs in this region. If the throat temperature is used to infer
a stagnation temperature for the gas mixture at the wall in the throat, the
expansion region temperatures can be predicted quite well assuming no further
mixing and a recovery factor equal to the one-third power of the wall mixture
Prandtl number.
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Figure 52 shows the adiabatic wall temperatures from Test 5
and indicates the effect of injection velocity ratio. In general, these tem-
peratures decrease as the velocity ratio increases in the range 0.79 to 1.]8;
however, increased temperatures are observed for a velocity ratio of 1.42
consistent with the model of Section VI,A. Figures 53 and 54 show the effects
of injection velocity ratio and coolant Reynolds number on coolant effective-
ness for all thermocouples in the cylindrical and nozzle sections, respectively,
of the cylindrical chamber; the data scatter would be much less if each axial
location were shown individually. The predicted effects of both parameters are
shown for comparison; in Test 6, the coolant Reynolds number is half that of
Test 5. Both the data and the predictions have been normalized by the results
for lowest velocity ratio of Test 5. These data show a slightly greater
reduction in effectiveness at the highest velocity ratio than predicted; the
data indicate little or no effect of coolant Reynolds number for a fixed slot
height. Figure 53 also shows the measured and predicted effect of slot height
(0.038 cm for Test 7 compared with 0.152 cm for Test 5), with the predicted
effectiveness slightly higher than the data; therefore, the coolant Reynolds
number dependence of the entrainment model is required to predict the observed
effect of slot height.
In order to examine in detail the magnitude and axial varia-
tion of the entrainment fractions implied by the results of Figures 51 and 52,
the corresponding adiabatic wall temperatures were input to the data mode of
the film cooling program. This mode determines the factor by which the entrain-
ment fraction for plane, unaccelerated flow must be multiplied for the model to
match the data. By using data from an entire row of thermocouples, these
entrainment multipliers are obtained as averages between data stations.
Figure 55 shows the resulting entrainment fraction multipliers
for the cylindrical chamber from Tests 3 and 4; the injection velocity ratio
was about 0.8 in both tests. A multiplier of about 1.6 applies in the
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cylindrical section and presumably results from differences in turbulence
intensity and injection geometry between the present tests and those used in
defining the plane, unaccelerated entrainment fraction; in addition, mating of
the injector and chamber in the present tests mayhave introduced a slight
surface discontinuity. A multiplier of 1.5 was used in the design of the
coolant injectors in this program. Very large entrainment multipliers are
obtained in the first half of the convergent section. This is attributed to
the turn at the start of convergence, which also affects the results shownat
about 3.2 in. (8.1 cm) since the downstreamthermocouple for this region is
about 0.05 in. (0.13 cm) past the start of convergence. Since the core flow in
these tests wasmuchheavier than the coolant, the former cannot turn as easily.
Therefore, at the start of convergence the coolant turns into the core,
resulting in muchgreater mixing. Conversely, at the throat the coolant turns
away from the core, resulting in the very low multipliers shownin Figure 55
for the first part of the expansion section. Analysis of convergent section
effectiveness data from Ref. 12, for which the coolant was heavier than the
core, shows greatly reduced mixing in the initial turn and increased mixing in
the throat curve consistent with the above explanation of turning effects;
these results are presented in Section VII,A,6. Figure 55 shows two different
trends in the second part of the expansion section, one indicating sharply
increased mixing and the other yielding negative entrainment mass fluxes.
Figure 56 presents the entrainment multipliers inferred from
Test 5 for all velocity ratios. Essentially the sametrends observed above in
Figure 55 are repeated. However, for the first two axial locations, an increase
in coolant injection velocity increases the multiplier, perhaps indicating that
a wall discontinuity at the injector-chamber interface is affecting the mixing
process. No data in the second part of the divergent section are available from
this test.
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A more detailed spatial variation of the entrainment fraction
multiplier was inferred by supplying graphically interpolated adiabatic wall
temperatures to the data modeof the film cooling program. The resulting
entrainment fraction multiplier curve selected for the cylindrical chamber is
shownin Figure 57. It illustrates the significant effects of flow turning,
both at the start of convergence and in the throat, for the case in which the
coolant is much less dense than the core flow. Using this multiplier variation,
Figure 58 shows the correlation of all film coolant effectiveness results from
the cylindrical chamberwith ambient coolant (Tests 3 to 7), encompassing
variations in injection velocity ratio, coolant Reynolds numberand slot height.
The solid curve in Figure 58 is the correlation developed in Section VI,A from
plane, unaccelerated flow data. Therefore, use of a single entrainment fraction
multiplier curve allows all cylindrical chambereffectiveness data to be corre-
lated on the samebasis as plane, unaccelerated flow data, and the present
results extend the validity of this correlation from an effectiveness of 0.i
to a value of 0.02.
2. Conical Chamber
Figure 59 compares the axial variation of the adiabatic wall
temperatures for the conical and cylindrical chambers. The higher temperatures
in the conical chamber convergent section compared to the cylindrical part of
the cylindrical chamber are to be expected due to the higher core mass
velocities and possibly increased mixing resulting from the turn into the
conical section. Core entrainment into the mixing layer is low enough upstream
of the throat in the conical chamber to allow the imperfect recovery of kinetic
energy at the throat to reduce the adiabatic wall temperature there to the same
value obtained 0.6 in. (1.5 cm) upstream. The significant decrease in measured
wall temperature downstream of the throat is repeated for the conical chamber.
Figure 60 shows all adiabatic wall temperatures for the conical chamber. In
contrast to the cylindrical chamber data, these temperatures continue to
decrease slightly for the highest injection velocity ratio tested.
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Figure 61 gives the entrainment fraction multipliers for the
conical chamber. The initial results again indicate an increase with velocity
ratio. These initial multipliers are consistently somewhathigher than those
for the cylindrical chamber, again indicating increased mixing due to the turn
at the start of convergence. For the conical chamber, the entrainment multiplier
decreases throughout the convergent section, reaching a value of unity just
upstream of the throat. A multiplier of unity is maintained just downstreamof
the throat in contrast to the much lower values obtained with the cylindrical
chamber. This difference maybe caused by the muchsmaller turning angle coming
into the throat of the conical chamber; both chambershave the same turn down-
stream of the throat. The results in the second part of the divergent section
are again inconsistent; some large negative multipliers in this region have
been omitted from Figure 61.
Figure 61 also shows the entrainment fraction multiplier curve
selected for the conical chamber. Beyond the first thermocouple location
(1.85 cm), this curve was obtained directly from the data shown. The initial
multiplier was taken as the meanof the two values obtained between the inlet
and the first thermocouple location for the cylindrical chamberwith an injec-
tion velocity ratio of 0.95 (see Figure 56). The effect of the turn at the
start of convergence in the conical chamberwas then inferred by requiring the
peak multiplier in the turn to yield an integrated average between the inlet
and the first thermocouple location equal to the meanof the two values shown
for a velocity ratio of 0.99. For all comparable velocity ratios, the average
multiplier in this region is higher for the conical chamber, presumably due to
the turn. Although this procedure is crude and not unique for the correlation
of the initial thermocouple data, it does provide someinsight into possible
turning effects in the conical chamber. Note that the throat turn has little
effect on the entrainment fraction. Figure 62 shows the resulting correlation
of conical chambereffectiveness data using the entrainment fraction multiplier
curve of Figure 61.
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3. Rectangular Chamber
Although the distortion of the rectangular chamber (Section V,F)
reduced the quantity and quality of the adiabatic wall temperature data, a com-
parison has been made of the resultant coolant effectiveness data with those
presented above for the conical chamber. Rectangular chamber data obtained at
and downstream of the throat were not considered due to the turning effects
introduced by the change in distortion just upstream of the throat. Assuming
no sidewall interaction, an entrainment flow analysis for the rectangular
chamber analogous to that of Section VI,A for axisymmetric chambers yields:
in which
m
WE k x
O
W 0 u
C C C
-- • -- S
0 u o
e e
x d
x= k dx
m
o
Uncertainty in the local chamber height d due to distortion should have a rela-
tively small effect on the entrainment prediction. Figure 63 shows the effec-
tiveness data as a function of the above entrainment flow ratio, with the
correlation of Section VI,A shown for comparison. The entrainment fraction
multiplier k for the conical chamber (solid curve of Figure 61) was used in
m
order to compare the rectangular and conical results. If this multiplier curve
were also valid for the rectangular configuration, which has similar convergence
characteristics, the rectangular data would agree with the correlation curve.
It is apparent from Figure 63 that this is not the case, with most of the
rectangular data indicating a higher effectiveness than that predicted based on
conical chamber entrainment characteristics. Additional data, without chamber
distortion, are required to define the turning and acceleration characteristics
of rectangular chambers•
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1 Cold Gaseous Coolant
Figure 64 shows the adiabatic wall temperature data obtained
in Tests 8 and i0 with the cylindrical chamber using film coolant conditioned
by a liquid nitrogen heat exchanger before entering the 0.015 in. (0.038 cm)
coolant ring, thereby providing a higher injection density ratio. All cor-
responding coolant effectiveness data are considerably lower than would be
predicted based on the model of Section VI,A and the previous ambient coolant
entrainment fraction multipliers. There is no reason to suspect such a
prediction in the cylindrical section, since the correlation for the plane,
unaccelerated entrainment fraction k was developed from data covering a wide
range of density ratio, including the ratios obtained herein with cold gas.
Furthermore, since the calculated coolant temperature rise in the injection
slot is less than 10°F (6°K), the injection temperature is considered to be
reasonably well known.
These data were input to the data analysis mode of the film
cooling program in order to generate average entrainment fraction multipliers
between data stations. As shown in Figure 65, very high multipliers were
obtained between the injection point and the first data station, while down-
stream values were more typical of the results obtained with ambient coolant.
If a coolant temperature effect were missing in the entrainment fraction
correlation, or if the present density ratio effect were incorrect, all
multipliers would have been higher than those obtained previously with ambient
coolant. Therefore, the high wall temperatures at the first thermocouple
location are not attributed to any unexpected mixing phenomenon, but rather to
heat transfer from the forward chamber flange to the cold coolant and from the
flange through the chamber wall to the thermocouples.
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5. Liquid Hydrogen Coolant
The "liquid" hydrogen adiabatic wall temperature data are
undoubtedly affected by the same flange problem noted above for cold gaseous
coolant. These temperatures are shown in Figures 66 and 67 for the super-
critical and subcritical tests, respectively. A second problem is apparent in
the latter test, i.e., the possibility,that nitrogen from the core flow was
condensing in the mixing layer or on the wall. Such an occurrence would impose
a lower limit on the measured temperature in the range observed in Figure 67;
in several cases, this limit is observed for three successive thermocouples
and, in one case, for four. When nitrogen condensation occurs, the adiabatic
wall temperature does not define a coolant effectiveness.
6. Correlation of Turning and Acceleration Effects
The empirical entrainment fraction multipliers derived above
from the present film coolant effectiveness data indicate significant flow
turning effects, which have been attributed to the imbalance in centrifugal
forces resulting from density differences between the coolant and core flows.
However, these multipliers also include any effect on the entrainment fraction
of flow acceleration, which must be identified separately in order to segregate
the effects of turning. An acceleration correlation suggested by the work of
Deissler (Refs. 13 and 14) on transverse turbulent transport in a homogeneous
fluid was considered herein; Ref. 15 indicates that this approach adequately
represents the effect of acceleration on Stanton number measured in Ref. 16.
The proposed correlation is
Oe u ]-n
= e
ka (Pe Ue)o
with Deissler's work indicating an exponent n of about 0.6. This correlation
fits quite well with the gradual entrainment fraction decay observed in Figure 61
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for most of the conical chamberconvergent section, with the exponent n equal
to 0.67. Also comparedWith this correlation were the effectiveness data of
Ref. 17, in which blisters on the wall opposite the film-cooled plate were
used to provide core acceleration without coolant turning. However, these data
were inconsistent; someindicated very strong acceleration effects (n > i),
someindicated augmentation of the entrainment fraction due to acceleration
(n negative), and in one case the data _upstreamof the blister were not consis-
tent with the present entrainment model. Therefore, additional data are
required to isolate the effects of flow acceleration on entrainment fraction.
In order to confirm the turning effects observed herein and
their postulated dependenceon coolant-core density differences, the adiabatic
wall temperature data of Ref. 12 were analyzed. In these tests, the coolant
was considerably heavier than the core, thereby providing the opposite situa-
tion from the present tests. Only one of the three configurations of Ref. 12
was considered; this nozzle has a 0.6 in. (1.5 cm) long cylindrical section,
followed by a convergent section consisting of two circular arcs (i0 cm radius
of curvature) with no conical section between. The maximumconvergence angle
is 35 degrees, and the contraction ratio is 15.3. The other nozzle was not
considered because its very large convergence angles (74° maximum) are well
outside the range of rocket engine application. Axial conduction effects in
the cylindrical configuration precluded the use of data without flow acceleration
and turning to determine an entrainment fraction multiplier associated with tur-
bulence intensity and injection effects. Figure 68 shows the entrainment
fraction multipliers inferred for the highest injection velocity ratio (0.67).
Comparison of these results with Figure 57 indicates the turning effects are
reversed from those observed herein, which is exactly what would be expected
when the coolant density exceeds that of the core. An entrainment fraction
reduction in the turn at the start of convergence in this case is confirmed by
the data of Ref. i0, which is discussed in detail in Section VIII,A,3.
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The parameter proposed to correlate turning effects on the
entrainment fraction is one defining the magnitude of the differential centrifu-
gal force resulting from the density difference across the mixing layer relative
to the turbulent shear force which otherwise accounts for the mixing process.
This centrifugal force is proportional to
V2
(Pe - Pw ) R---
in which V is some characteristic velocity in the mixing layer and R is the
turn radius of curvature; the conventional turbulent shear force is proportional
to
p cV
2
s
A common representation of the eddy viscosity _ assumes it is proportional to
sV, which indicates the ratio of centrifugal to turbulent shear forces is pro-
portional to
Pe - Pw . s_
- R
P
This is the parameter proposed for the correlation of turning effects. Figure 69
shows the limited turning data developed herein as a function of this parameter*.
The trends are correct but much more data, including details within the turns
as in Ref. 12, are required to develop a correlation.
*These data include any acceleration effects.
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B. HEATTRANSFERDATA
The data analysis program generated two correlation coefficients
from the inferred heat transfer coefficients (see Section 6 of Appendix B) using
the pipe-flow correlation of Eq. (8); they differ only in the reference tempera-
ture used for properly evaluation and correspond to the product of the first two
terms in Eq. (8). One is based on the adiabatic wall temperature, and the other
is based on the arithmetic meanof the adiabatic and nonadiabatic wall tempera-
tures. The correlation coefficients discussed herein are based on the arithmetic
mean temperature. With gaseous coolant, this reference temperature was found to
provide an excellent correlation of the wall temperature effect observed from the
electrical heating data, and it allows use of the samecorrelation with and
without film cooling.
Figure 70 shows the nitrogen heat transfer coefficients for the high
pressure tests (3, 4 and 5A) with the cylindrical chamberand 0.060 in.
(0.152 cm) coolant slot; Figure 71 gives the corresponding correlation coeffi-
cients. Individual data points are shownin the electrically heated section,
since Test 3 was the only test with fast response thermocouples in this section.
Downstreamof the electrical section the circles represent the average of the
data, while the bars indicate the data range. The high initial coefficients
and subsequent decay are caused by the 0.080 in. (0.203 cm) wall discontinuity
which occurs at the end of the coolant injector without coolant flow. However,
2.8 in. (7.1 cm) downstreamof this step the correlation coefficient has reached
the fully developed turbulent pipe flow range. The higher coefficients obtained
just after the start of convergence maybe due to the switch from spring-loaded
to spot-welded thermocouples or may indicate flow separation, a phenomenonthat
has been observed previously (Ref. 18). Much lower correlating coefficients,
typical of highly accelerated flows, are obtained midway through the convergent
section. The subsequent inrge increase in correlating coefficient at tile throat,
to wllues slightly al_ve the pipe-flow range, is a surprise; a muchsmaller
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increase was anticipated. At the throat a decrease in heat transfer coefficient
with time was observed, which is considered to be due to axial wall conduction
effects since the throat responds so much faster than neighboring regions.
Throat data are from early in the transient; later results would represent a
net coefficient including the axial conduction effects.
Figure 72 shows the cooling transient heat transfer coefficients
from Tests 3 and 5 along with the steady-state coefficients from Test 5 for the
highest electrical power level; the electrically heated data consistently show
a decrease in the coefficient as the power level and wall temperature increases.
The transient data follow the spatial dependenceof the nitrogen coefficients,
but are muchhigher as expected. Coefficients near the coolant injector, where
the hydrogen concentration at the wall is high, are more than twice the nitrogen
values even though the coolant was injected at a lower velocity. The steady-
state coefficients at the lowest coolant flow rate are even higher than the
transient values. This discrepancy cannot be attributed to local wall tempera-
ture differences; it may be due to the mica and the contact resistances between
the spring-loaded thermocouples and the electrically heated wall. Figure 72
shows a dramatic effect near the injector of the coolant injection velocity,
which is advantageous for the internal regenerative design concept. At the
first data location, the heat transfer coefficient is approximately proportional
to the 0.8 power of the injection velocity. Mixing of the coolant and core
flows gradually dissipates this dependencefarther downstream; although injec-
tion effects are still apparent at the last measurementin the electrically
heated section, they have essentially disappeared at the start of convergence.
Figure 73 shows the correlation coefficients for all data of
Figure 72. This coefficient provides an excellent correlation of the electri-
cally heated data; therefore, the average value for the three power levels is
shown. Comparisonof the cooling transient coefficients with the heating
transient values of Figure 71 reveals these results are the sameexcept for a
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reduction with cooling at.the throat. This result demonstrates the basic
premise that, except for the effect of injection velocity near the injection
point, the effect of film cooling on the heat transfer coefficient can be
accounted for by using the wall mixture properties defined by the coolant
effectiveness. Correlation of the effect of injection velocity is considered
later in this section. Correlation coefficients with cooling for the low
pressure test with the cylindrical chamber (Test 6) are shown in Figure 74;
they are very similar to those of Figure 73, although the throat values are
somewhatlower (0.016 to 0.018). This difference is consistent with the fact
that acceleration effects are more pronounced at lower chamberpressures.
Figures 75 to 77 present the correlation coefficients obtained
from the cylindrical chamberwith the 0.015 in. (0.038 cm) coolant slot.
Figure 75 showsthe coefficients without coolant flow, which maybe compared
with Figure 71 for the 0.060 in. (0.152 cm) slot height. However, in the
cylindrical section the results of Figure 75 are from electrical heating data,
while those in Figure 71 are from heating transient data. These results are
the sameat the initial data locations, but the 0.015 in. (0.038 cm) slot data
are then higher; Figures 72 and 73 indicated that electrical heating coeffi-
cients would tend to be higher than transient values. In the convergent
section, the coefficients for the 0.015 in. (0.038 cm) slot height are slightly
lower than those for the 0.060 in. (0.152 cm) slot. At the throat and beyond
the two results are virtually identical. Figure 76 shows the correlation
coefficients obtained with ambient coolant, while Figure 77 shows those obtained
with cold hydrogen gas (Tests 8 and i0). These results are essentially the same,
but are a little lower than those in Figure 75 without coolant and those in
Figure 73 with the 0.060 in. (0.152 cm) slot. Note that a high velocity ratio
does not yield a high coefficient in Figure 76 as it does in Figures 73, 74
and 77. This result is consistent with the fact that the combination of ambient
coolant with the small slot height results in muchgreater mixing and lower
coolant effectiveness (see Figure 53); therefore, injection velocity effects
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are dissipated much faster. No cooling transient data for the nozzle section
are available from these tests due to poor coolant system flow transient
response, as discussed in Section V.
Figures 78 and 79 show the heat transfer coefficients and corre-
sponding correlation coefficients for the conical chamber without coolant flow.
Figures 80 and 81 give the same results with ambient coolant flow. These
results are analogous to those in Figures 70 to 73 for the cylindrical chamber,
although all conical results were obtained from transient data; the same coolant
injector was used with both chambers. The conical chamber results again
illustrate the much greater heat transfer coefficients obtained with hydrogen
film cooling and the significant effect of coolant injection velocity; in this
chamber, the injection velocity effects persist all the way to the throat.
Heat transfer coefficients 0.6 in. (1.5 cm) upstream of the throat are essen-
tially the same as those at the throat. Correlation coefficients with film
cooling for a velocity ratio of unity are somewhat higher than those without
cooling for the first few axial locations, but then are essentially the same.
Correlation of the effect of coolant injection velocity on the wall
heat transfer coefficient was investigated using the relation of Eq. (8), i.e.,
u 0.8
C = C [i + g (WE/W c) (--_c- i)]
g gl Ue
in which CgI is the heat transfer correlation coefficient for an injection
velocity ratio (Uc/Ue) of unity. The function g defines the decay due to mixing
of the velocity differential between the coolant and core flows. If the turbu-
lent Prandtl number were unity, the analogy between momentum and energy mixing
would establish g as being equal to the coolant effectiveness for the case of
small temperature differentials. The first five data locations in Tests 5 and 6
were used to infer g from the measured C values. Figure 82 shows these results
g
as a function of the entrainment flow ratio, with the effectiveness correlation
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shownfor comparison. Significant scatter in g and an inability to calculate
small values results from the fact that g is very sensitive to small variations
in the measuredheat transfer coefficients.
In order to account for injection velocity effects on the heat
transfer coefficients used in the subsequentdesign study of the internal
regenerative cooling concept, the velocity decay function data of Figure 82
were correlated using the samethree-region entrainment framework employed in
Section VI,A for the coolant effectiveness. This correlation is shownas the
solid curve in Figure 82. It was assumedthat the momentumentrainment ratio
was proportional to the energy entrainment ratio WE/Wc;the proportionality
constant was found to be 0.9, which is consistent with typical turbulent
Prandtl numbers. Therefore, the velocity decay correlation is
_e
i
g = WE (9)
8v (i + 0.9 _--)
C
with the velocity profile shape factor e defined in three regions analogous to
V
its enthalpy profile counterpart e. In the initial free-jet region, defined by
WE/W c _ 0.85, g is unity and Eq. (9) defines 8v; note that the data of Figure 82
require this region to be much longer than in the case of the coolant effective-
ness. However, the asymptotic region has been defined consistent with the
effectiveness correlation, i.e., 0.9 WE/W > 1.4. In the asymptotic region 8
C -- V
is 0.5, and in the short transition region it is defined by Eq. (9) and the
correlation curve of Figure 82. Figure 49 includes the velocity profile shape
factor variation with WE/W c. A cursory study of the conical chamber heat trans-
fer data indicated g decayed less rapidly and could not be represented by the
above correlation.
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Heat transfer coefficients and the corresponding correlation
coefficients with film cooling in the rectangular chamberare significantly
lower than those in the conical chamber. This result maybe due to the
increase in flow area caused by deflection and thermal expansion of the two
thin walls, in which case the calculated correlation coefficients are in error
since they were calculated for the cold, unpressurized geometry. Heat transfer
coefficients without film cooling are closer to the conical chambervalues but
are still lower than the latter.
Tests 13 and 14 heat transfer data are inconsistent for the first
two or three thermocouple locations, a result undoubtedly related to the
problems discussed in Section V,G. Someof the correlation coefficients at
other locations are in reasonable agreementwith those of Test 5 for ambient
gaseous coolant. However, the correlation coefficient does not account in
manycases for the wall temperature effects observed with electrical heating,
although these effects are frequently not consistent between runs and between
the increasing and decreasing heat flux segments of Tests 13Band 14B.
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Two chambercooling concepts were investigated in the design feasibility
study: film-cooled adiabatic walls and internal regenerative cooling. The
applicability of each concept was considered only for the Space Shuttle APS
Engine conditions of 1500 ibs (6670 N) thrust at 300 psia (207 N/cm2) chamber
pressure, with gaseous oxygen and gaseous hydrogen as the propellants at 375°R
and 250°R (210 and 140 K), respectively.
A. ADIABATICWALLS
The adiabatic wall design study was conducted in three parts. In
the first part the coolant injection temperature, velocity ratio and location
were varied for a fixed chambercontour and an overall mixture ratio of 4.
Whencombinedwith the heat transfer characteristics of specific propellant
injectors, these results provide for the design of chambers in which the film
coolant flows through a sleeve or sb.roud prior to injection. In the second
part the effect of overall mixture ratio on the required coolant flow was
determined for a fixed injection temperature and location but at several
velocity ratios. Finally, the combustion chambercontour was varied with all
other design parameters fixed; thirteen configurations, both cylindrical and
conical, were considered.
A conical combustion chamberwith an L' of 5.75 in. (14.6 cm) was
selected for the injection parameter and mixture ratio studies, since the
results of Contract NAS3-14354 (Refs. I0 and ii) and related IR&Dwork indicated
this was a high-performance configuration for the APSapplication. The expan-
sion section contour was identical to that used for altitude simulation testing
on Contract NAS3_14354; this contour and the three conical combustion chamber
configurations used in the adiabatic wall study are shownin Figure 83. All
adiabatic wall temperature calculations were terminated 4 in, (i0 cm) downstream
of the throat, since internal radiation losses through the exit of a 40:1
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nozzle start to affect the wall temperature in this region. In most cases,
the adiabatic wall temperature is increasing very slowly at the 4 in. (i0 cm)
point so that the actual wall temperature will decrease downstreamdue to the
radiation loss.
Entrainment fraction multipliers k/k ° used in the design studies
were determined from the adiabatic wall temperature data of Contract
NAS3-14354, Refs. i0 and ii. These data were processed by the data analysis
modeof the film cooling program used herein. The resulting entrainment fraction
multipliers account for the effects of propellant injection and combustion,
practical coolant slot configuration and flow turning and acceleration.
Insufficient data were available to separate turning and acceleration effects
from injection characteristics_ and as noted in Section VII,A general correlations
accounting for turning and acceleration are not available. Therefore, the
combined entrainment fraction multipliers of Refs. i0 and ii were used directly
in the present design study. They are considered to be representative of
practical designs, but cannot account in detail for specific combustion chamber
contour variations considered herein.
Entrainment fraction multipliers used with the conical combustion
chambers are illustrated in Figure 84 for a chamberwith an L' of 4 in. (i0 cm).
In all conical cases the multiplier was varied linearly with axial distance,
from 3.5 at the coolant injection point to 1.75 at the throat. This variation
is based on the data of Ref. Ii for coolant injection in a conical section,
with the injection point 1.25 in. (3.2 cm) upstream of the throat; the expansion
section multipliers shownin Figure 84 are also based on these data. Note
that such a conical convergent section variation is also consistent with the
acceleration correlation discussed in Section VII,A,6.
. Injection Parameter Study
In the injection parameter study the coolant injection temper,
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ature was varied from 250°R to 800°R (140-440K) for injection locations 0, 2
and 4 in. (0, 5 and i0 cm) downstreamof the propellant injector in a 5.75 in.
(14.6 cm) conical combustion chamber. For each combination of injection temper-
ature and location, the coolant/core (combustion gas) velocity ratio was varied
from 0.75 to 1.25; for selected combinations this variation was 0.5-1.5. The
upper injection temperature of 800°R (440 K) was set by enthalpy limitations in
the present computer program.
Figure 85 shows the film coolant flows required to maintain throat
wall temperatures of 1500°F and 1800°F (1090 and 1260K) for an injection velocity
ratio of unity.* Structural analyses indicate a throat temperature limit of
about 1500°F (1090 K) is required to meet Space Shuttle APSlife and cycle
requirements. However_life requirements could be met with a higher temperature
and thicker wall in applications with less severe cycle requirements; for this
reason the 1800°F (1260 K) limit has also been shown. If throat temperatures
are limited to the 1500-1800°F (1090-1260 K) range, the maximumwall temperature
occurs downstream in the nozzle section. However, stresses are much lower here
so higher wall temperatures can be accommodated. With a 1500°F (1090 K) throat,
all nozzle wall temperatures were calculated to be less than 1900°F (1310 K),
which could be accommodatedwith appropriate material selection. Therefore,
the most pertinent wall temperature limit is considered to be the 1500°F (1090 K)
throat limit shownin Figure 85. However, depending on material selection and
cycle requirements, nozzle temperatures could be limiting. Therefore, Figure
86 gives the coolant flows required to limit nozzle temperatures to 1800°F
(1260 K) for an injection velocity ratio of unity. For injection at the pro-
pellant injector or 2 in. (5 cm) downstream, these flows are slightly higher
than the corresponding values for an 1800°F (1260 K) throat; however, for
injection 4 in. (I0 cm) downstreamthey are slightly higher than those for a
1500°F (109OK) throat limit.
*Results for an 1800°F (1260 K) limit with a 4 in. (i0 cm) sleeve are not available.
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It is apparent from the latter result that the wall temper-
ature increase downstreamof the throat is greater as the injection point moves
closer to the throat. With the injection point close to the throat, the
entrainment flow downstreamof the throat is a much larger percentage of the
total and results in a greater change in coolant effectiveness. Figure 87
illustrates the axial variation of the adiabatic wall temperature for the two
extreme coolant injection locations. Note that with injection 5.75 in. (14.6 cm)
upstream of the throat (i.e., at the propellant injector), the imperfect recovery
of kinetic energy almost completely compensatesfor the relatively small
additional entrainment below the throat and results in very little increase in
the adiabatic wall temperature. The coolant requirements of the Figure 86
are based on correcting the adiabatic wall temperatures for radiation losses
through the exit of a 40:i nozzle assuminga inside surface emmissivity of 0.8.
As noted previously, this reduction is small at the point 4 in. (i0 cm) down-
stream of the throat where the calculations were terminated; for example, it is
30°F (17 K) for the downstream injection case in Figure 87. Therefore,
Figure 87 indicates the predicted nozzle wall temperatures maybe slightly
lower than the maximumvalues reached farther downstream in those cases where
coolant injection is 4 in. (i0 cm) downstreamof the propellant injector.
In order to utilize the results of Figures 85 and 86 for de-
signs in which the coolant flows through a shroud or sleeve from the propellant
injector to the point at which it is injected as film coolant, it is necessary
to use the coolant energy balance in the sleeve to define the injection temper-
ature. Since this energy balance is dependent on the coolant flow rate, it
must be solved simultaneously with the results of Figure 85 or 86 to determine
the coolant flow required. This situation is illustrated in Figure 88 using
typical combustion chamberheat fluxes from Contract NAS3-14354 test data,
a coolant temperature of 250°R (140 K) at the sleeve inlet and a limiting
throat temperature of 1500°F (1090 K) from Figure 85. Under these conditions,
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the following film coolant requirements are determined as a function of sleeve
length:
Sleeve
Length, in.
Coolant Flow,
% of Fuel
0 25.1
2 23.5
4 17.6
Figures 85 and 86 provide for the analysis of sleeve inlet temperatures as
high as 650°R and 325°R (360 and 180K) for sleeve lengths of 2 and 4 in.
(5 and i0 cm), respectively.
All results presented above are for a coolant/core injection
velocity ratio of unity. It was found that the effect of velocity ratio is
essentially independent of all other design parameters, including overall
mixture ratio. Figure 89 shows the percentage increase in coolant flow, relative
to a velocity ratio of unity, required to maintain a specified adiabatic wall
temperature at a specified location. The range of calculated coolant reauirements
at each velocity ratio investigated is seen to be quite small. However, the
effect of velocity ratio is very significant and indicates the importance of
proper coolant slot sizing.
Performance losses attributable to the film coolant require-
ments presented herein may be determined from Figure 90. These results were
predicted using the Aerojet-developed Thermal Exchange Film Coolant Performance
Model, the validity of which has been demonstrated over a wide range of coolant
flows and overall mixture ratios on both the low and high pressure phases of
Contract NAS 3-14354 (Ref. Ii). This performance loss results from a combin-
ation of three factors: off-design combustion kinetics due to the core mixture
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ratio shift, unequal stream tube specific impulse and energy removal from the
core flow. The latter factor accounts for the specific impulse reduction which
occurs in the core gases as the film coolant is heated along the chamberand
nozzle walls, thereby simulating the lower specific impulse of the entrained
flow in the actual mixing process.
2. Overall Mixture Ratio Effect
The above results and those presented in the next section for
various combustion chamber configurations are for an overall mixture ratio of
4. Mixture ratio effects were considered for a coolant inlet temperature of
250°F (140 K), with injection at the propellant injector of the 5.75 in.
(14.6 cm) conical combustion chamber considered above. Figure 91 shows the
throat wall temperature as a function of coolant flow for an injection velocity
ratio of unity* with overall mixture ratios of 3_ 4 and 5; it indicates the
expected increase in wall temperature as the mixture ratio is increased for a
fixed coolant flow. Coolant flow requirements as a function of mixture ratio
for a throat temperature of 1500°F (1090 K) are shown in Figure 92a, both as a
percentage of total flow and of fuel flow. Increasing the mixture ratio from
3 to 5 requires a 29 percent increase in the absolute coolant flow rate.
Figure 92b combines the results of Figures 90 and 92a to show
coolant performance loss as a function of overall mixture ratio with the
coolant flow varying to provide a 1500°F (1090 K) throat wall temperature. The
specific impulse obtained by subtracting this loss from the ideal performance
is also shown. It indicates an overall mixture ratio of 3 is near optimum;
however, the mixture ratio dependence of other performance losses could shift
the optimum value.
*Velocity ratio effects for the additional mixture ratios considered here are
included in Figure 89.
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3. Combustion Chamber Contour Study
Two additional conical combustion chambers and eleven cylindrical
configurations were considered for injection of 250°R (140 K) coolant at the
propellant injector with an injection velocity ratio of unity; the overall
mixture ratio was 4. The additional conical chambers are included in Figure
83; they provide longer and shorter combustion chamber lengths with the same
contraction ratio (3.15) used above. Figure 93 gives the resultant coolant
flow requirement as a function of chamber length (L') for a throat wall temper-
ature of 1500°F (1090 K); increasing L' from 4 to 7.5 inches (I0 to 19 cm)
increases the absolute coolant flow required by 67 percent.
The various cylindrical combustion chambers investigated
represent five different convergent section contours; various chamber lengths
were obtained by using different cylindrical section lengths with each convergent
section contour. Table VI gives the combinations of convergence angle and
contraction ratio investigated. In each case the radius of curvature at the
start of convergence was 2.88 in. (7.31 cm or 2.5 rt) , and that leading into the
throat was 1.92 in. (4.88 cm or 2 rt) as for the conical chambers. The conver-
gence angle of 23 degrees was selected to match the configuration tested in
Contract NAS 3-14354, Ref, i0. Selection of the smaller angle was based on
obtaining a combustion chamber length of 4 in. (i0 cm) without a cylindrical
section, while the larger angle results in no conical section between the
circular arcs. The smallest contraction ratio in Table VI corresponds to that
of the conical chambers, while the value of 3.59 matches that tested in Ref. i0.
The latter contour is included in Figure 83 for a chamber length of 4 in. (i0 cm),
and the corresponding entrainment fraction multipliers inferred from Ref. i0 are
shown in Figure 84. An entrainment fraction multiplier of 4 was used throughout
all cylindrical sections. For the shorter convergent sections the regions of
decreasing and constant entrainment fraction multiplier were assumed to be
in the same proportion as in Figure 84, while for the longer convergent sections
the length of the constant entrainment multiplier section was maintained at
1.4 in. (3.6 cm).
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TABLEVI. - COMPARISONFCYLINDRICALCOMBUSTIONCHAMBERCONFIGURATIONS
Convergence
Angle, Contraction
Degrees Ratio
12.03 3.15
Coolant Flow*, % of Fuel
L' = 4 L' = 7.5
17.4 32.8
23.05 3.15 18.3 33.6
3.59** 17.6 32.1
4.13 17.1 31.0
32.35 3.15 18.5 34.0
*For a throat adiabatic wall temperature of 1500°F.
**This combination tested in Contract NAS 3-14354.
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Developmentof the cylindrical chamberentrainment fraction
multipliers of Figure 84 from the data of Ref. i0 reflects turnin_ effects
consistent with the data of Figure 68. An average entrainment multiplier of
3.5 was obtained over a 1.5 in. (3.8 cm) cylindrical section plus the first
1.6 in. (4.1 cm) of the convergent section. Whenthe injection point was
moved forward to the start of convergence, a multiplier of 2.5 was obtained over
the first 1.6 in. (4.1 cm) of the convergent section. This reduction is con-
sistent with the initial turn effect shown in Figure 68 and the increased
coolant/core density ratio at the start of the turn, which would enhance the
turning effect. Becauseof the density ratio effect, the average multiplier in
this section with upstream injection would be greater than 2,5. Therefore, to
interpret the average multiplier of 3.5 obtained with upstream injection in the
light of demonstrated turning effects, requires an average multiplier greater
than 3.5 in the cylindrical section with an average value less than 3.5 but
greater than 2.5 in the first 1.6 in. (4.1 cm) of the convergent section. The
entrainment multiplier variation in Figure 84 was selected to provide the
average value of 3.5 noted above within these constraints and to merge with
the multiplier of 1.75 measured over the final 1.4 in. (3.1 cm) of the
convergent section.
Table VI gives the effects of convergent section contour on
coolant requirements for combustion chamber lengths of 4 and 7.5 in. (i0 and
19 cm) based on a throat wall temperature of 1500°F (1090 K). A slight increase
in coolant flow is required with increasing convergence angle due to the longer
application of the high initial entrainment fraction. However, it must be
rememberedthat the present entrainment fraction multipliers are based on data
for a single convergence angle, so the present results relative to convergence
angle are speculative. Note that the 12 degree chamberwith a 4 inch (i0 cm)
length has no cylindrical section, so that except for the curvature at the start
of convergence it is like the conical chamber considered previously but w_th
alternate entrainment fraction multipliers (Figure 84). Figure 93 indicates
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a coolant flow requirement of 18.7 percent of the fuel for the conical chamber
compared with 17.4 percent for the so-called cylindrical chamber of Table VI,
a result of the higher entrainment multipliers near the throat for the former.
Table VI shows the coolant requirement decreases slightly with increasing
contraction ratio, due to the reduction in length and mass velocity for the
cylindrical section with its high entrainment multiplier. An intermediate
chamber length was also analyzed for the second configuration in Table VI, and
the coolant requirement as a function of L' for tbis chamber is included in
Figure 93. Increases in chamber length in this case are increases in the
cylindrical section length with its high entrainment multiplier, so the
coolant requirement increases faster than for the conical chambers.
B. INTERNAL REGENERATIVE COOLING
In the internal regenerative cooling concept heat is conducted
axially from the throat region and part of the nozzle through a thick high
conductivity wall to the forward end of the chamber, where it is transferred
by convection to the low temperature film coolant; the downstream effectiveness
of the film coolant also reduces the heat transfer to the throat region and
nozzle, thereby reducing the amount of heat which must be conducted axially
through the wall. This concept has been demonstrated for low pressure (! ]50 psia),
low thrust (! i000 ibs) applications with earth storable propellants using
liquid film cooling. Its extension to gaseous hydrogen film cooling is of
interest in view of the very high heat transfer coefficients obtained near the
coolant injection point in the present laboratory tests and the potential
coolant flow reductions relative to adiabatic wall chambers.
The present investigation studied tbe effects of coolant injection
velocity, chamber wall thickness and wall thickness profile, wall material and
combustion chamber contour. In all cases except those studying chamber contour
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perturbations, the 4 inch conical combustion chamber included in Figure 83 was
used in order to minimize the conduction length from the throat region to the
film coolant sink and to maximize the downstreameffectiveness of the coolant.
The internal regenerative section was assumedto extend 6 in. (15 cm) downstream
of the throat. In actual application it would be terminated at the point where
internal and external radiation, coupled with the residual effectiveness of the
film coolant, could maintain a thin wall at acceptable temperatures; present
results indicate this point is a maximumof 6 in. (15 cm) downstreamof the
throat. In the SINDAnetwork representation of the wall, 9 nodes were used
axially from the injector through the throat, with 7 nodes in the nozzle
section where temperature gradients are smaller. In all cases 5 nodes were used
radially, for a total of 80 nodes (5 radial x 16 axial); this node network is
shownin Figure 94. Both ends of the wall and the external surface were assumed
to be adiabatic, but internal radiation losses through the exit of a 40:1 nozzle
were included assuming an emissivity of 0.61. Based on the results of Figure 81
and Ref. i0, the heat transfer correlation coefficient C of Eq. (8) was assumedgl
to be 0.052 for the first 0.5 in. (1.3 cm), was reduced to 0.026 over the region
0.5-2.0 in. (1.3-5 cm) from the injection point, and then was held constant over
the rest of the chamberand nozzle.
i. Coolant Iniection Velocity
As noted previously in Figure 89, a coolant/core iniection
velocity ratio of unity is optimum for adiabatic wall temperature control.
However, it was of interest to consider higher velocity ratios for internal
regenerative cooling because of the resultant higher heat transfer coefficients
in the heat sink region near the injection point, Figures 72 and 80. A beryllium
wall with a uniform 1.75 in. (4.45 cm) thickness was used to study the net effect
of injection velocity ratio; the coolant flow rate was maintained constant at
20 percent of the fuel flow with an overall mixture ratio of 4. As shown in
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the following tabulation, the sink heat transfer coefficient increase was not
sufficient to compensate for the higher adiabatic wall temperatures:
Injection Point Throat Throat
Injection Heat Transfer Adiabatic Wall Gas-Side Wall
Velocity Coefficient Temperature Temperature
Ratio Btu/in. 2 sec _F °F °F
1.0 .0098 1389 1284
1.25 .0117 1569 1466
1.5 .0133 1973 1861
Therefore, an injection velocity ratio of unity was used in all subsequent
internal regenerative cooling analyses.
2. Chamber Wall Material
Both beryllium and copper were considered as candidate wall
materials, Most of the internal regenerative cooling development to date has
utilized beryllium; however_ its cycle life with large temperature variations
during each cycle is very limited. Copper is obviously of interest because of
its high thermal conductivity. These materials were compared directly over a
range of coolant flows using a uniform 2,5 in. (6.4 cm) wall thickness; as the
coolant flow varied the core mixture ratio was inadvertantly held constant
(at a value of 5) instead of the overall mixture ratio. Figure 95 shows the
variation with coolant flow of adiabatic wall temperature and of the gas-side
surface temperature for both materials at both the throat and the end of the
internal regenerative section. Although the wall temperatures are higher at
the latter point, coolant flow requirements in many applications would he set
by throat conditions due to cycle requirements. Since a materia] comparison
based on cycle life considerations was beyond the scope of the present effort,
a comparison of beryllium and copper coolant requirements can only be made
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on the basis of maximumsteady-state operating temperatures which provide
adequate material strengths, i.e., about 1200°F (920 K) for copper and 1700-
1800°F (1200-1260 K) for beryllium. On this basis it is apparent from Figure
95 that the greater internal regenrative cooling capability of copper is not
sufficient to compensatefor its lower temperature limitation. Specifically,
Figure 95b indicates 3.6 percent of the total flow is required as coolant for
beryllium at 1700°F (1200 K) comparedwith 4.2 percent for copper at 1200°F
(920 K).
Figure 95 also indicates the extent to which internal regener-
ative cooling can reduce the gas-side wall temperature below the adiabatic wail
temperature. Unfortunately, this reduction is small for beryllium; even if a
beryllium chambercould be operated at the same temperature as a thin-walled
adiabatic design, the small coolant flow saving (about 0.2 percent of the total
flow or 1 percent of the fuel flow) would hardly offset the significant weight
penalty of the internal regenerative concept.
Figures 96 and 97 show the axial variations of the gas-side
and external wall temperatures for beryllium and copper chambers, respectively,
with 4 percent of the total flow (20 percent of the fuel) as film coolant; the
adiabatic wall temperature is shownfor comparison. The length of the heat
sink region, in which the gas-side wall temperature is greater than the adiabatic
wall temperature, is about 1.6 in. (4.1 cm) for the beryllium wall and 2.1 in.
(5.3 cm) for copper. Sink heat transfer rates are 15.4 and 28.8 Btu/sec
(16.2 and 30.4 kW) for the beryllium and copper chambers, respectively. Radial
temperature gradients are smaller in the copper wall due to its higher thermal
conductivity.
3. Chamber Wall Thickness
Figure 98 shows the effect of copper wall thickness on the
throat and maximum gas-side wall temperatures as a function of coolapt flow
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for an overall mixture ratio of 4, with the corresponding adiabatic wall temper-
atures shownfor comparison. If the maximumtemperature is limited to 1200°F
(920 K) the following coolant flow rates are required.
Copper Chamber
Uniform Wall
Thickness_ in.
Coolant Flow
% of Fuel
1.0 23.8
1.75 22.4
2,5 21.2
Thus the coolant flow requirement is relatively insensitive to the thickness of
a copper chamber wall.
Increasing the thickness of a beryllium chamber wall from 1.75
to 2.5 in. (4.45 to 6.35 c_m), decreases the throat temperature by only II°F
(6 K) and the maximum temperature by 48°F (27 K) for a coolant flow equal to
20 percent of the fuel flow with an overall mixture ratio of 4.
4. Wall Thickness Profile
All internal regenerativel cooling results presented above are
for a uniform wall thickness. At the start of this study a comparison was made
for beryllium between a chamber with a uniform 1.75 inch (4.45 cm) wall and the
tapered wall shown in Figure 94. The latter is 1.0 inch (2.5 cm) thick at each
end and 2.5 in. (6.4 cm) thick at the throat, thereby providing approximately
the same average thickness in both the combustion chamber and nozzle sections
as in the uniform wall case. Throat and maximum gas-side wall temperatures
were within 2°F (i K) of the corresponding temperatures for the uniform wall
chamber, indicating the distribution of thermal conductance is not critical for
this particular application.
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The effect of tapering the wall thickness in the nozzle
section to save weight was investigated for a copper chamber. A uniform wall
thickness of 2.5 in. (6.4 cm) was used in the combustion chamber, with the
wall thickness tapered to 1.0 inch (2.5 cm) at the end of the internal regen-
erative section; therefore, the nozzle section was identical to that in
Figure 94. This reduction in nozzle wall thickness resulted in a 9°F (5 K)
decrease in throat temperature comparedto a 2.5 in. (6.4 cm) uniform wall
thickness but a 49°F (27 K) increase in the maximumwall temperature, i.e.,
at the end of the nozzle section. The latter increase is due, of course, to
the reduction in overall axial thermal conductance. This comparison is with
20 percent of the fuel flow used as film coolant at an overall mixture ratio
of 4.
5. Combustion Chamber Contour
Two additional combustion chamber contours were considered
with uniform 2.5 in. (6.4 cm) copper walls: the 5.75 inch (].4.6 cm) conical and
4 inch (I0 cm) cylindrical chambers shown previously in Figure 83. A 23-degree
convergence angle was selected for the cylindrical chamber since entrainment
fraction multipliers were available for this angle as discussed previously.
Selection of the same contraction ratio as the 4 inch (i0 cm) conical chamber
considered above was not of interest for two reasons: the results of Section
VIII,A,3 (Figure 92) indicate the adiabatic wall temperatures for these chambers
are nearly equal, and with such thick chamber walls the axial conduction char-
acteristics of the two configurations would be virtually identical. Therefore,
the 3.59 contraction ratio chamber of Section VIII,A,3 was selected to deter-
mine if the reduced heat transfer coefficients in the heat sink region would
offset the lower adiabatic wall temperatures in the source region. The
following tabulation compares the film coolant requirements for the three
chamber configurations based on a maximum wall temperature of 1220°F (930 K)
and a core mixture ratio of 5:
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Combustion
Chamber
Coolant Flow
% of Total Flow
4 in. cylindrical
4 in. conical
5.75 in. conical
4.0
4.2
5.3
It is apparent that the reduced heat transfer coefficients in the sink region
of the cylindrical chamber do not offset the lower adiabatic wall temperatures
obtained in the throat and nozzle regions compared with the 4 inch (I0 cm)
conical chamber.
The number of axial nodes in the combustion chamber was
increased from 9 to 12 for the 5,75 inch (14.6 cm) chamber, bringing the total
number of nodes to 95 for this case (5 radial x 19 axial). As the chamber
length increases the coolant flow requirement increases for two reasons: to
offset increased throat and nozzle adiabatic wall temperatures and to compensate
for the greater thermal resistance between the source and sink regions of the
wall.
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A. LABORATORY TESTS
Gaseous hydrogen film cooling effectiveness data from the present
laboratory test program agree with a new entrainment model developed herein
from previous data for air, argon, helium and Arcton 12 relative to the effects
of injection velocity ratio and coolant slot height. Although the hydrogen
data exhibit essentially no dependence on coolant Reynolds number for a fixed
slot height, the Reynolds number dependence of the entrainment model is
required to predict the effect of slot height. The present data indicate the
new entrainment model is valid for effectiveness values as low as 0.02, or a
ratio of entrained core flow to coolant flow of 70.
These effectiveness data reveal significant flow turning effects
at the start of convergence and at the throat, which are attributed to the
imbalance in centrifugal forces across the mixing layer resulting from the
density difference between the coolant and core flows. A proposed parameter
for the correlation of turning effects indicates the proper trends; however,
much more data from various nozzle configurations are required to develop a
correlation. This parameter is the product of a dimensionless local density
difference and the ratio of local mixing layer thickness to wall radius of
curvature. Data from the conical chamber indicate the effect of flow acceler-
ation on the ratio of entrainment mass flux to core mass velocity is very
similar to that determined previously for transverse turbulent transport in a
homogeneous fluid. Downstream of the throat there is little entrainment of
core flow into the mixing layer, and the observed reduction in adiabatic wall
temperature is adequately predicted by the imperfect recovery of kinetic energy.
Coolant effectiveness results with cold gaseous hydrogen and with
liquid hydrogen were affected by heat transfer from the massive flange at the
forward end of the chamber, and thus are not representative of adiabatic wall
conditions. In addition, some wall temperatures in the subcritical liquid
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hydrogen test indicate nitrogen condensation in the mixing layer, in which case
a coolant effectiveness cannot be defined from the adiabatic wall temperature.
In most cases the effect of gaseous film cooling on heat transfer
from the wall could be accounted for merely by using the composition at the
wall defined by the coolant effectiveness in evaluating properties. Exceptions
were near the injection point, where the effect of injection velocity must be
superimposed, and at the throat of the cylindrical chamber, where film cooling
reduced the Stanton number correlating coefficient. A reference temperature
for property evaluation equal to the arithmetic meanof the adiabatic and non-
adiabatic wall temperatures allows the use at other locations of the same
correlating coefficient with and without film cooling and accounts for the
wall temperature effects observed with electrical heating. The decay of
injection velocity perturbations can be correlated by a model similar to that
used for coolant effectiveness, but with a slightly lower entrainment rate and
a lower asymptotic mixing layer profile shape factor.
B. DESIGNFEASIBILITYINVESTIGATION
Adiabatic wall designs are feasible for application at 300 psia
(207 N/cm2) chamberpressure and 1500 ibs (6670 N) thrust; gas film cooling
requirements are in the range of 4-5 percent of the total flow for a combustion
chamber length of 5.75 in. (14.6 cm). Coolant flow requirements can be
reduced by the use of a shroud or sleeve between the coolant inlet and injection
points. Considering only losses due to film cooling, specific impulse is
maximized for an overall mixture ratio near 3. Coolant slots should be sized
to provide a coolant/core injection velocity ratio of unity. The increase in
flow requirement for other velocity ratios is essentially independent of other
design parameters and is 35-40 percent when the injection velocity differs
from the core velocity by _ 50 percent. Although coolant reouirements are
nearly proportional to combustion chamberlength, the effect of other chamber
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contour parameters is small. However, the latter conclusion maybe the
result of the incomplete correlation of the effect of flow turning and
acceleration on entrainment by the mixing layer.
Internal regenerative cooling is not an attractive alternate to
adiabatic wall design. The small reduction in film cooling provided by a thick
beryllium wall is not likely to offset its significant weight penalty, and the
greater internal regenerative cooling capability of copper (about twice that of
beryllium) is not sufficient to compensatefor its lower temperature limitation.
Coolant flow requirements are relatively insensitive to wall thickness and are
essentially independent of the wall thickness profile for a fixed average
thickness. Whenthe internal regenerative cooling effect is small, the increase
in sink region heat transfer coefficients obtained by using injection velocity
ratios greater than unity does not compensate for the increased adiabatic wall
temperatures in the throat region.
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Appendix A
GAS FILM COOLING ENTRAINMENT MODEL
Although gas film cooling models have historically provided a tempera-
ture effectiveness, e.g., Ref. 4, a more fundamental enthalpy effectiveness is
used herein. Using an energy transfer- mass transfer analogy based on a
turbulent Lewis number of unity, it is assumed that the element concentration
effectiveness is equal to the total enthalpy effectiveness; thus
H - H
0 0 C -- C
e aw e w
-- (A1)
_= H -H c - i
o c e
e
in which c represents the mass fraction of H 2 when all species are broken down
into the elements H 2 and 02. The elemental hydrogen mass fraction may be
related to the mixture ratio to obtain
= MR + MR e i (A2)
e w
Thus, the film coolant effectiveness n defines both the wall mixture ratio and
Hoa w, which is the total enthalpy at the edge of the viscous region of the wall
boundary layer for an adiabatic wall. It is assumed that this viscous region
represents a very small part of the total thickness of the mixing layer. The
adiabatic wall or recovery enthalpy is g.iven by
Haw = Ho - (i - Prwl/3) (H ° - He ) (A3)
aw e
1/3
in which Pr is the recovery factor applied to the free-stream kinetic energy.
w
An equilibrium chemical composition subroutine determines the resultant adiabatic
wall temperature.
It is necessary to describe the region along the wall in which the
characteristics of the flow differ from those of the mainstream due to the
presence of the film coolant and mixing of the mainstream with it. Since the
flow in this mixing layer is greater than the injected coolant flow, the mixing
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process can be considered to represent entrainment of mainstream flow by the
mixing layer as shown schematically in Figure 99. In the present model frame-
work, this entrainment is represented explicitly, but its effect on conditions
at the wall is described on a lumped parameter basis (i.e., without a distributed
representation of the transport phenomena within the mixing layer). Therefore,
while such a framework recognizes the existence of changing enthalpy and con-
centration profiles within the mixing layer, it does not provide a basis for
their calculation.
The entrainment mass flux is represented as a fraction k of the axial
mass velocity of the mainstream. Thus, the total entrainment flow up to any
contour position is
X
WE = / 2_ (r - s cos _) k Pe Ue dx (A4)
O
The cooling effectiveness is related to this flow, the coolant flow, and a
shape factor describing the enthalpy profile in the mixing layer. An energy
balance on the mixing layer gives
from which
H - H
o ob We c
= (A5)
H - H W +W E
o c C
e
W
C
n = e (Wc + WE)
(A6)
with the profile shape factor e defined as
H -H
°e °b
O = (A7)
H - H
o o
e aw
Eqs. (A4) and (A6) represent the broad framework on which the present model is
based. Many specific models can be derived depending on the development of the
entrainment fraction k (x) and shape factor 0 (x).
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The entrainment fraction is assumedto be of the form
k = k k (x) (AS)o m
in which k is the entrainment fraction with laboratory conditions and no
O
turning or flow acceleration as defined by Eq. (5) of Section VI,A. Thus
k (x) is a multiplier which accounts for flow turning and acceleration main-
m
stream combustion and turbulence, coolant injection from discontinuous
slots and any other effects not present in k . The present laboratory data and
O
the firing data of Refs. i0 and ii have been interpreted in terms of k (x).
m
A momentum balance on the total nozzle flow should be used to account
for the effect of the mixing layer on the freestream mass velocity PeU e.
However, for the sake of simplicity, the present model assumes the mainstream
accelerates as if there were no film cooling
r 2
PeU e = (PeUe) o (_) F2D (Ag)
in which r° is the nozzle radius at the injection point. A nozzle mass balance
(integral continuity equation) then gives the mixing layer thickness from
s 2 W E
S -- O(l-rCOS _)2__ (I 7-) (i w-w )
O C
(AIO)
Substituting Eqs. (AS), (A9) and (AI0) in Eq. (A4) gives
X
W E = 2_ (rO - so ) ko(PeUe) ° f
O
WE 0.5 r
(1- (o)F2Dk
C
dE (All)
Solving this integral equation and relating (PeUe)o to so
yields*
and the flow rates
*Note that the initial mixing layer thickness s is not equal to the slot
height s when a finite lip separates the core°and coolant flows at the
c
injection point. In order to determine So, it is assumed herein that the
velocity ratio Uc/U e existing just prior to injection is maintained imme-
diately downstream of the slot.
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WE k x
= 2 oW-W r -sc o o
k x
I °
r - s
o
x r
o k
x = / _-- F2D m
o
dE
2 (AI2)
(AI3)
Thus Eq. (AI2) gives the entrainment flow and Eq. (A6) then determines the
film cooling effectiveness provided the local mixing layer shape factor 0(x)
is known.
The shape factor is determined by the above model in an initial free-
jet region (x < x'), since the effectiveness remains at unity; i.e., the sole
effect of the entrainment in this region is to change the mixing layer profiles
without affecting the conditions at the wall. From Eq. (A6) with n equal to
unity
W
e = c (x < x') (AI4)
Wc + WE --
A transition region follows in which the shape factor continues to decrease
while the effectiveness starts to decrease because of the penetration of
mixing effects to the wall. It is assumed that the normalized mixing layer
profiles do not change beyond the end of the transition region (x = x") so
that the shape factor is then constant. In the present model, these regions
and x' and x" are defined by WE/W c = 0.06 and 1.4, respectively, as developed
in Section VI,A. The shape factor variation with WE/W c is given in Figure 49.
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DATA ANALYSIS
I. LOCAL HEAT LOSSES
As noted in Section V,C, wall temperature measurements without
coolant flow indicated significant local heat losses due to external cooling
and axial heat conduction in the chamber wall. As a result, Tests 5S-I and
5S-2 at reduced nitrogen temperatures were run with the cylindrical chamber.
These data along with the high temperature data from Tests 3, 4 and 5 were
used to determine external boundary conditions, which were incorporated into
the data analysis program. Figure 100_shows the wall temperature reduction
due to heat losses at the fourth thermocouple position as a function of the
measured wall temperature; the adiabatic wall temperature was determined from
the measured nitrogen temperature. At each location, these data are reason-
ably well represented by the equation*
aw w g) h (Tw - Tamb) + 0.0033 Wl000 - { i006
in which
T
aw
T
W
h
g
A
K
h
= adiabatic wall temperature as determined from the nitrogen
temperature and a nozzle flow analysis
= measured wall temperature, °F
= internal heat transfer coefficient from the wall heating
transient analysis
= wall thickness
= wall thermal conductivity
= heat loss coefficient, to be determined from data fit
Tam b = ambient temperature (60°F)
*At the exit thermocouple location, the coefficient 0.0033 was increased to
0.0050 to account for internal radiation losses.
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The curve in Figure i00 corresponds to a loss coefficient h of 0.48 x 10-4
Btu/in.2-sec-°F (0.014 W/cm2-°K); the heat loss coefficients for all ten cylin-
drical chamberthermocouple locations are given in Table VII. A similar proce-
dure was followed for the conical chamber, the results of which are also shown
in Table VII. In addition to accounting for heat losses in the heat transfer
coefficient analyses, the data analysis program uses the above formulation to
obtain adiabatic wall temperatures with film cooling; in this case, h is theg
internal coefficient with cooling as determined by the cooling transient or
electrical heating analyses.
2. CHAMBERFLOWTRANSIENT
Section V,C noted the slow chamberpressure transients obtained
after opening or closing the hydrogen valve. This transient is attributed to
the large volume in the nitrogen system between the critical flow nozzle and
the test section. Although the flow into this system is constant, the nitrogen
flow out through the test section can vary due to the mass storage transient
in this large volume. Assuming the ratio of chamber pressure to total chamber
flow adjusts instantaneously, the chamberpressure and total flow (including
hydrogen) transients are given by
Pc = Pcf + (Pci - Pcf ) e-t/_
W = Wf [i + Pci - Pcf -t/T]
Pcf e J
in which subscript i refers to the initial chamber pressure before hydrogen
valve operation and subscript f refers to the final steady-state condition.
This flow transient has been included in the data analysis program calculation
of correlation coefficients from transient heat transfer coefficients. The
time constant _ is related to the nitrogen system volume and was determined
from transient chamber pressure measurements, as shown in Figure i01, to be
0.595 sec.
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TABLEVII - HEATLOSSCOEFFICIENTS
Cylindrical Chamber Conical
h x 104
Axial Axial
Distance t In. Btu/in2-sec_°F Distance_ In.
Chamber
h x 104
Btu/in2-sec-°F
0.79 i.ii 0.73 0.59
1.19 0.74 1.33 0.31
1.69 0.53 1.93 0.28
2.19 0.48 2.53 0.32
2.74 0.54 3.13 0.26
3.69 0.76 3.73 0.33
4.04 0.34 4.33 0.53
4.39 0.58 4.93 0.12
4.94 O. 23 5.33 0.42
5.44 0.45
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3. TRANSIENTDATAANALYSIS
Transient heat transfer coefficients have been determined by a
lumpedparameter analysis in which the heat transfer coefficient is assumed
to be constant over each temperature increment analyzed. The wall specific
heat is assumedto vary linearly with temperature; thus, the basic energy
balance solved is
dT
M (Co+CIT) _ = h (Tawm T) - hg a (T - Tamb)
in which the effective loss coefficient h is defined bya
A 0.0033 T + 460 STamb + 460
ha = (i +_i) lh + T Z T--_b i000 ) i_ i000 )
and
(B1)
(B2)
M = wall mass per unit of inner surface area
C = specific heat at zero °F
o
CI = specific heat derivative with respect to temperature
T = instantaneous wall temperature, °F
T = adiabatic wall temperature, °F
aw
i
= average temperature over the increment, °F
r. = inner radius of the wall
1
t = time
Solution of Equation (BI) yields
(T°-Ts) ]hg+ha = Mtl_t° (Co+C I Ts) in(_ + C1 (To-rl) (B3)
in which subscripts o and i refer to the beginning and end, respectively, of
the temperature-time increment, and T is the ultimate steady-state wall
s
temperature.
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The data analysis program determines the time increment in the
transient analyses based on obtaining a temperature increment equal to or
greater than 40°F (22°K). This value appeared to be large enough to filter
out "noise" in the data, but small enough to give a reasonable number of
increments. Transient heat transfer coefficients determined by the lumped
parameter analysis are corrected for the temperature variation across the
wall. This was accomplished by applying the analysis to "data" from distributed
wall temperature transient solutions to generate a table of actual vs calculated
heat transfer coefficients. The range of heat transfer coefficients obtained
herein is such that this correction is generally less than i0 percent.
hg
For the heating transients both T and T are known, so that ifaw s
is relatively constant an effective loss coefficient is defined by
h __
a
h (Taw - T )g s
Ts - Tamb
This relation was combined with Equation (B3) to yield h without an a priori
g
determination of the heat loss coefficient h as outlined in Section 1 of this
appendix. Since the latter requires an h without coolant, a simultaneous
g
solution was thus avoided. Consequently_ the analysis sequence for each
chamber was heating transient analysis, determination of the heat loss coeffi-
cients as indicated in Section i, then analysis of the cooling transient and
electrical heating data using these loss coefficients. If the wall temperature
was less than the ambient temperature, the loss coefficient was assumed to be
zero.
Table VIII is a sample printout from the data analysis program for
a heating transient. The first column indicates the number of the data time
steps required to meet the 40°F (22°K) temperature increment criterion; each
data time step is 0.0125 see. A maximum of 20 time steps per analysis increment
was usually allowed on heating transients in order to eliminate the less accurate
tail of the transient. In all transient printouts, the averaging of the heat
transfer and correlation coefficients omits the first value. The correlation
coefficients are defined in Section 6 below.
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Table IX is a sample cooling transient printout. The adiabatic
wall temperature is obtained by correcting the steady-state temperatures with
film cooling for the heat losses of Bection i, i.e.
= T + h (Ts) (hI---+ ATaw s a _) (Ts Tam b) (B4)
g
In this case, h is the average heat transfer coefficient from the cooling
g
transient analysis. Section 5 describes the coolant effectiveness calculation;
all properties printed by the data analysis program are at the adiabatic wall
temperature for the gas composition defined by the coolant effectiveness. A
maximum of 12 data time steps per analysis increment was usually allowed on
cooling transients.
Table IX is for a throat thermocouple and illustrates the decrease
in heat transfer coefficient with time which was obtained at the throat for
both heating and cooling transients. This decrease is attributed to axial con-
duction in the wall since the throat responds much faster than neighboring
regions. At the first thermocouple in the expansion section, increases in the
heat transfer coefficient were frequently observed which can again be attributed
to axial conduction. In such cases where the coefficient varies significantly,
results from early in the transient were used in data plotting and correlation;
later results represent a net coefficient including axial conduction.
4. ELECTRICAL HEATING DATA
The electrical heat generation calculation accounts for the depen-
dence of test section resistance on temperature and for the a-c voltage compo-
nent. Figures 102 and 103 show the test section resistance vs temperature as
obtained from overall voltage drop and average temperature; use of these
correlations allows local heat fluxes to be calculated in place of the average
flux determined by the voltage drop. Figure 104 shows the a-c rms voltage
normalized by the d-c voltage. Using these results, the electrical heat flux
is given by:
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in which
qel =
D°
1
L
I
T
w
= inside diameter of the electrically heated section, in.
= length of the electrically heated section, in.
= test section current, amps
= wall temperature, °F
rms/E = normalized a-c voltage Component from Figure 104
Rel = test section electrical resistance, 10 -3 ohms
= 1.374 + 0.639 x 10 -3 Tw (Tw < 241°F)
= 1.454 + 0.307 x 10 -3
Tw (Tw _ 241"F)
The internal heat flux, accounting for external heat losses, is
qi = qel - ha (Tw O ) (Tw o - Tamb)
in which Two is the measured outside wall temperature. The inside wall
temperature is given by
T = T
W. W
1 O
- K qel a
o o
Since the heat transfer coefficient is defined by
qi
h =
g T -T
w. aw
1
and the adiabatic wall temperature is again defined by Equation (B4), a simul-
taneous solution for h and T is required. This solution yields
g aw
qi + ha (Ts) (T s - Tamb )
h =
g T -T A
w. s - K ha (Ts) (Ts - Tamb)
l
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Table X is a sample printout of the data analysis program for electrical heating
data. The adiabatic wall temperature, Equation (B4), is based on the average
heat transfer coefficient for all power levels. No heat transfer coefficient
was calculated if Twi - Taw was less than 5°F (3°K), which occurred for some of
the data of Tests 13 and 14.
5. COOLANT EFFECTIVENESS AND GAS COMPOSITION AT THE WALL
The data analysis program determined the film coolant effectiveness
from the adiabatic wall temperature and defined the gas composition and proper-
ties at the wall. The effectiveness calculation is iterative since it depends
on the recovery factor, which depends in turn on the gas mixture Prandtl number.
Film cooling effectiveness is defined herein on a total enthalpy
(Ho) basis as
H - H
0 0
e aw
T] : H - H
O C
e
in which subscript e refers to the core or freestream flow and subscript c
refers to the coolant at injection. The static enthalpy for an adiabatic wall
with film cooling is assumed to be
Haw = Ho - (1 - Prwl/3) (H° - He )
aw e
in which the recoverable kinetic energy is that of the core, but the recovery
factor is based on the Prandtl number of the gas mixture at the wall. By
analogy between energy and species mixing, the effectiveness n is also equal
to the hydrogen mass fraction at the wall, so that
Haw = q _2 (Taw) + (I - n) _2 (Taw)
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Combining these relationships yields, for a constant core specific heat,
T -T
o aw
e
T - T
O aw
e
- (i - Prwl/3) (To - Te )
e
+ _ [HH 2 (Taw) - He]
Pe
This equation is solved iteratively since the Prandtl number at the wall depends
on n. The static temperature factor printed by the data analysis program (e.g.,
see Table IX) is defined as i - (Te/Toe). Table XI is a sample printout for
cases in which only the adiabatic wall temperature calculation of Equation (B4)
and the above effectiveness calculation are made. All thermocouples at a given
axial location are processed as a group, and h in Equation (B4) is calculated
g
by the formulation of Section 6 using an input correlation coefficient. In
Test 14, some of the adiabatic wall temperatures were below -300°F; in these
cases, no coolant effectiveness was calculated due to the possibility of nitro-
gen condensation.
Since the hydrogen mass fraction at the wall equals the coolant
effectiveness, the hydrogen mole fraction at the wall is
14n
Y = l+13n
and the mixture molecular weight at the wall
28
MW = --
l+13n
The mixture viscosity at the wall is calculated by the method of Wilke and the
thermal conductivity by the analogous method of Mason and Saxena; thus,
y (_, K)H2 (l-y)(_, K)N2
= +
_w' Kw y+(1-Y)_12 l-y + Y _21
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in which
i r l_H21o512
_12 = 2.93 [i + 1"934 _--_2_
i
W21 = i0.95
_ f_l°_]_
-- [i+o _I
The mixture Prandtl number at the wall is given by
Pr =- n C + (l-n) C
w Kw pH 2 e
6. HEAT TRANSFER CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
A correlation coefficient C was calculated from the measured heat
g
transfer coefficient and the following correlation equation:
o0hg g _ T_ef / Taw Tw
in which
h
g
G
MW
T
e
= measured heat transfer coefficient
= mass velocity (total flow rate per unit area)
= molecular weight of the gas mixture at the wall
= freestream temperature
Tre f = reference temperature for property evaluation
H = adiabatic wall enthalpy
aw
T
aw
H
w
T
w
Re D = Reynolds number based on diameter or equivalent diameter (GD/_ w)
Pr = Prandtl number
w
= adiabatic wall temperature
= gas mixture enthalpy at the nonadiabatic wall temperature
= wall temperature
104
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Two reference temperatures are used, the adiabatic wall temperature and the
arithmetic mean of T and T . All properties are based on the gas composition
aw w
at the wall defined by the coolant effectiveness. No correlation coefficient
was calculated if the reference temperature was less than -210°F, due to limita-
tions of the property formulations.
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NOMENCLATURE
i. ENGLISH LETTERS
C
C
P
C
g
Elemental hydrogen mass fraction
Specific heat
Heat transfer correlation coefficient; C
ratio of unity gl
is for a velocity
d
D
Rectangular chamber flow height
Chamber or nozzle flow diameter
F2D Ratio of two-dimensional to one-dimensional mass velocity
g Velocity mixing function, defined by Eq. C9)
G Axial mass velocity based on total flow
h External convective heat loss coefficient
h
a
h
g
H
External total heat loss coefficient
Gas-side convective heat transfer coefficient
Static enthalpy
H
O
k
Total enthalpy
Entrainment fraction
k
0
Laboratory'entrainment fraction for straight, unaccelerated
flow with continuous slot injection
k
m
K
Entrainment fraction multiplier
Thermal conductivity
L' Combustion chamber axial length
M Screen mesh size
MR Mixture ratio
MW Molecular weight
i09
Appendix C
n Acceleration exponent
P Chamberpressurec
Pr Prandtl number
q Heat flux
r Local chamberor nozzle radius
R Radius of curvature; positive when the wall turns into the flow
Rec Coolant Reynolds number based on slot height_ PcUcSc/_c
ReD Overall Reynolds number, Pref GD/PePref
s
S
c
St
t
T
T
o
u
V
W
W
C
WE
x
x
Mixing layer thickness
Coolant slot height
Stanton number
Time
Static temperature
Total temperature
Axial velocity
Mixing layer characteristic velocity
Total flow rate
Film coolant flow rate
Entrainment flow rate
Contour distance from the film coolant injection point
Contour integral defined by Eq. (AI3)
Ii0
e,
o
Appendix C
GREEK LETTERS
A
n
e
0
V
P
Angle between the nozzle centerline and the wall tangent
Test section wall thickness
Eddy viscosity
Film cooling effectiveness, defined by Eq. (AI)
Enthalpy and elemental mass fraction profile shape factor
for the mixing layer
Velocity profile shape factor
Viscosity
Correlating length, Eq. (i)
Density; _ is defined as 0.5 (Pe + 9w)
Chamber pressure transient time constant
SUBSCRIPTS
O
amb Ambient temperature
aw
b
C
e
ref
S
t
W
Film coolant injection location (except Ho, To, ko)
Adiabatic wall condition
Bulk value for the mixing layer
Coolant inlet
Freestream or core
Gas composition at the wall at the reference temperature
Steady state
Throat
At the chamber wall
iii
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Figure 66. Wall Temperatures with Supercritical
Liquid Hydrogen
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Figure 76. Heat Transfer Correlation Coefficients - 0.015 in. Slot,
Ambient Coolant
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Figure 78. Heat Transfer Coefficients Without Film Cooling - Conical
Chamb er
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